Andre rests this morning exactly where he did four years ago

Andre pays his respects
to an old stopping ground
By TIM SULLIVAN
Rockport lobsterman Dick Olson
looked out over Pigeon Cove Harbor
early this morning, shook his head,
muttered and looked out again.
Before him, 50 feet offshore and
sprawled across his skiff, was Andre,
the famous harbor seal and assistant
harbormaster of Rockport, Maine.
Yesterday, Andre was trucked from
his winter home at the New England
Aquarium in Boston to Marblehead to
begin his 200-mile swim up the coast
,to his home and master, Harry
Goodridge, of another Rockport
Harbor.
And this morning, there he was,
lying crossways in the skiff, basking
in the morning sun, turning the heads
of passersby and absolutely befud
dling Dick Olson.
Olson had seen Andre before, in the
spring of 1973 when the then much
younger and smaller seal stopped off
in Pigeon Cove Harbor on that year’s
swim home.
“I had a different boat,” Olson said.
“It was a wooden one, but it was in the
same place — right there where my
new tender is now.
“He stayed and played around for
most of a day,” Olson said. “But I
didn’t know it was Andre.”
Andre wasn’t famous then, and
Olson thought his playful companion
was just “a stray seal passing
through.”
In following years, he heard of
Andre and his annual swims north
and he was “always wondering if
maybe that wasn’t him.”
The photo he had of the seal in 1973
was compared with closeups of Andre
and “sure enough,” it was the same.
A scar on his head, a spot in his eye
and scars on the neck gave him away.
“But I never figured I’d see him
again,” he said. “And then I come
down this morning and here he is
lying across my tender big as life.”
How he got there, what made him
decide to stop in Rockport, why he
returned to the precise spot of his
visit four years ago, and how he got
his bearings to make the long trip
home to Maine — “They’re all
questions I’d like answers for,” Olson
said.

Andre in Pigeon Cove in 1973

The stop at Olson’s skiff could not
have been simple habit. Since 1973,
there have been no confirmed
sightings of Andre in Rockport.
Last year, he spent much of his first
day at sea basking on a float at Bickford’s Marina in Smith Cove.
Yesterday, there were anxious looks
from Rocky Neck, but there was no
Andre.
As Olson said, Andre’s “smart
enough to find his way all the way
home, maybe he’s smart enough to
decide where he’d like to stop.”
But as Olson pondered the
mysteries of the famous seal, the visit
was drawing to a close. Some lobstermen down the harbor banged
some gear together and startled him.
Lunging over the gunwhale, Andre
was quickly under water and gone.
“You’ve done it now,” Olson said,
shaking a fist vaguely at the offending
lobstermen. “He’s gone, but maybe
he’ll come back. He did last time —
swam around all day, practically.”
But it was not to be. Andre did not
reappear. He was off on his long
journey and Olson was left to ponder
the mysteries and to await until next
year.
“Maybe he’ll come again,” he said.
“Maybe it’ll be quiet.”

Andre Allegedly Bites Man
In Evening Rowboat Attack
Andre, the popular Rockport
harbor seal, allegedly attacked a
rowboat Monday night, biting an
Albion man.
“This looks like a bona fide
complaint which we will in
vestigate." Rockport Police
Chief Forrest Doucette said
Wednesday. “I don't know if An
dre will have to be confined but it
probably will be that Mr.
Goodridge (Harry Goodridge. the
seal's trainer) will have to keep
Andre in his pen rather than let
ting him out.''
The victim. Harrison
Sylvester, was treated for super
ficial bites in the chest
and on the arm. He was treated
at Camden Community Hospital
by Dr. David Reed, who had to
call the New England Aquarium
to find out what special
procedures should be used in
cases of seal bites.
Sylvester, from his home in Al
bion. said Wednesday that around
8 p.m. Monday he and his wife
and another couple took two row
boats out to Indian Island Light in

Rockport Harbor and were retur
ning when the incident occurred.
“I saw this seal by the boat. "
Sylvester said. “I didn't know if
it was Andre, but I called quL' Abl.
,dre' and it came riglit^ver. He
came over the gunwale and bit
me in the chest. I tried to get him
off and he bit me in the arm
before I finally got him out of the
boat. I was afraid he was going to
swamp us.”
Sylvester's party then headed in
toward shore, but “the seal kept
coming back at us and grabbing
our oars."
“Mr. Goodridge came out in
his power boat — I guess he was
looking for Andre." Sylvester
said. He added Goodridge gave
the four of them a ride back in his
boat, towing the rowboats
behind.
Goodridge. contacted Wednes
day. would only say. "I don't
want to talk about it."
According to Rockport police
• records. Sylvester ..was cut in' '
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biJtix.tbc chest and arm but there
j^efe no tears in his flesh. They
so confirmed that Dr. Reed
contacted them for information
Monday about how to reach
Goodridge. During the years
there have been complaints of
Andre playfully jumping into
fishermen's boats, but never any
reports of his biting anyone.
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SPRECHEN-SIE HERRING? — No language barrier here for Andre who understands “fish”
in any language. He and Erwin Kreuz, the German tourist who ended up in Bangor instead of San
Francisco, shared fish and a few antics Thursday. Kreuz’s interpreter, Ralph Coffman, left, and
Andre’s trainer Harry Goodridge, right, look on.
Barnes Photo

'Andre' Gives Special Show For
Foreign Visitor - In German
ROCKPORT — Andre the Seal
apparently understands German
because he and Erwin Kreuz,
the German tourist who got off
his plane in Bangor instead of
San Francisco, got along famous
ly on Thursday in Rockport Har
bor.
Kreuz, who has been treated
like royalty by Bangor area res
idents since they found out he
mistakenly thought he was on
the West Coast, journeyed with
his interpreter Ralph Coffman
to see the famous seal in a spe
cial performance.
Kreuz was greeted by several
area residents who are German
natives and by a throng of news
paper and television reporters.
He quickly accepted the invi
tation to clamber aboard the
rim of Andre’s cage and w-atched
the performance close up. Train
er Harry Goodridge put Andre
through all of his tricks, explain
ing to Kreuz and Coffman about
them as he went along.
It wasn’t long before the Ger
man himself was asking Andre
to do his tricks, and the seal
danced, ju mped the hoop, clapped
his flippers and played dead for
Kreuz. Goodridge asked Andre
to sing the German national

anthem, but Andre just gave
the Bronx cheer.
One of Andre’s traditional
tricks Is to give the decidedly
negative sound also known as a
raspberry
whenever anyone
mentions Flipper, the television
porpoise. Kreuz said that Flip
per had been on German tele
vision so he understood what
all the fuss was about.
Dressed in a light green
sweater, brown pants and what
looked suspiciously like new'
Maine-manufactured
shoes,
Kreuz displayed a quiet humor
and willingness to go along with
whatever was proposed to him.
At one point, Kreuz was told
that if he leaned far enough
over the cage W'all, Andre would
give him a kiss. He obligingly
hoisted himself up and almost
went all the way over, but was
rewarded with a wet kiss from
the seal.
Goodridge, looking at the
group of journalists who had
gathered on the dock to record
the German’s visit, said, “This
reminds me of the time Adlai
Stevenson came to visit.” He
also said that for several years
a German boat of sailors had
stopped by to see the famous

seal, so perhaps Andre learned
his German early. He and
Kreuz seemed to understand
each other perfectly on Thurs
day.
Following the half hour per
formance, Kreuz was presented
w'ith mementos of his visit to
Rockport’s famous seal. He re
ceived an Andre T-shirt, a
stuffed animal seal and the pop
ular book about Andre's life writ
ten by Goodrich and Lew Dietz.
The German told his interpre
ter that he had never been to a
zoo or aquarium to see live
seals. He added that he could
have stayed all day enjoying
Andre’s antics.
Kreuz visited Andre during
his last day in Maine. On Fri
day morning he and Coffman
were to be flown to San Fran
cisco, courtesy of the San Fran
cisco Examiner, to see what he
had missed by stopping off in
Bangor. The German has been
treated to an Octoberfest, met
the Governor, been made an
honorary member of an Indian
tribe, been offered a parcel of
Maine property, and given the
key to the city of Bangor during
his unplanned stay.

WELCOME HOME — Harry Goodridge welcomes Andre home Monday morning on Rockport dock. Also on hand for
the welcome was Goodridge’s daughter Tony and a neighborhood dog, as well as several of the seal’s friends and tans. Andre
made the trip in just four days, with stop overs in Rockport, Mass., South Bristol, Me., and Owls Head.
Barnes Photo

Andre Returns With A Big Splash
by Helen Barnes
ROCKPORT — Andre is back.
The famous seal returned to his
home port at Rockport Harbor
late Sunday afternoon, showing
obvious pleasure at being home
again. As word spread of the
seal’s return, fans and friends
of the 16-year-old seafarer came
to the harbor dock to wish him
welcome.
The seal made it home in four
days this year, not a record but
certainly faster than last year's
two week voyage. The seal
junked into Marblehead Harbor
'in Massachusetts at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday and was spotted in
Rockport soon after 3 p.m. Sun
day.
His trainer and friend, Harry
Goodridge of Rockport, said that
Andre made a slow start in Mar
blehead because fishermen on
a herring boat there had treated
him to some of their catch. The
next day he was spotted in Rock
port, Mass., but was not seen
again until Saturday.
The seal spent a sunny and
warm Saturday basking in a
rowboat in South Bristol. He
appeared tired rather than
hungry and refused herring that
was offered to him. His arrival
prompted people by the droves

Farrin’s store and wharf, leg, and following him along the
where Andre spent the day now dock. He played dead, peered
sports a sign saying “Andre into camera lenses, did a series
Slept Here.” But the seal had dis of jumps beside the dock and
appeared by daybreak on Sun offered his flipper to friends.
day to make the final leg of his
He cruised close to the water's
journey home.
edge where fans were waiting
Goodridge received a call from for him, but at a quiet word from
Ed Dodge of Owls Head saying Goodridge, he returned to his
that the seal had appeared brief pen for a morning snooze. Andre's
ly in that harbor around 11 a.m. home and all is well.
so the trainer was not surprised
Although the press coverage
to learn that Andre had made it
to Rockport on Sunday afternoon.
His arrival was telephoned
immediately to Goodridge by
Norma Allen of the Sail Loft
Restaurant which overlooks the
harbor. People had been com
ing briefly to the wharf to see if
the seal was back and several
were waiting there as he made
his appearance. It was reported
that he swam up to the rocks by
the wharf and let friendly hands
pat him, shake his flippers and
welcome him home.
He gleefully acknowledged
Goodridge as the man came to
the harbor with a pail of fish for
his old friend. Goodridge said he
was glad to have the seal safely
at home. Andre seemed in good
health although the neck wound
he received during last year’s
trip was still highly visible.
Andre is a pared down version of
last year’s plump seafarer, hav
ing been on a strict diet- at the
New England Aquarium all win
ter.
On Monday morning the seal
entertained a group of about 30
people who had come to wish him
welcome as well as news photog
raphers and members of the
Goodridge family.
A neighborhood beagle Jason
was curious but a bit leary of
Andre, and watched him closely
at the edge of the dock. Andre
splashed the dog from the water,
one of his tricks he performs for
summer crowds, but there
seemed to be no hard feelings
between the two.
There was a kiss or two for
Goodridge’s daughter Tony, and
some good natured posing for
the photographers, but Andre
was most interested in his friend
'■’-•'dridge, leaning against his

had not been as extensive as
last year. Andre’s return was
felt at least in Denver, Colorado.
The Camden Harbour Inn had a
pool in how long it would take
the seal to return and a woman
from Denver, who had visited
here recently, predicting almost
to the hour his return. It was
rumored that she planned to re
turn to Camden to collect her
prize.

“HI THERE, REMEMBER ME?” — Andre the Seal and Jason the Beagle have a friendly
confrontation on Rockport’s dock Monday morning, the day after the seal finished his swim home
from Massachusetts. Although Andre is becoming increasingly famous. Jason is as much a fix
ture on the Rockport Harbor scene. The two eyed each other and seemed to remember the other,
although Andre gave the dog a friendly splashing.
Barnes Photo

Wary Visitor
Not taking any chances, 2'a-year-old Alfred Barresi of Winter Harbor, Maine, leans
against his mother as he comes face to face with Andrea the seal who arrived at the New
England Aquarium in Boston Wednesday after being airlifted from Rockport, Maine. The
popular harbor seal summers in Rockport and winters at the aquarium (UPI).

Andre, .he internationally known harboreeal. hams It up tor the
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Sealed with a kiss

Associated Press

Andre, right, gives girlfriend Smoke a
parting kiss before leaving Boston’s New
Eng and Aquarium for Marblehead, Mass.,
dock, from which he will begin his annual

160-mile swim to a summer home in
Rockport, Maine. Smoke, who spent last
summer with Andre, will be transported
overland for another rendezvous.
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IT STARTED with trainer Harry Goodridge pointing out what was
expected. . .

Action!
Camera(s)!...
and Andre's off!
By PETER LANDRY

Photos by Richard Lodge and Bill Purdin

It was a great day for seal-launching.
The weather was sunny and warm, the
sky clear, the harbor calm.
There could, perhaps, have been a
higher tide (it was nearly dead low), but,
otherwise, conditions were just about
perfect for the departure of Andre the seal
on his annual swim north to his summer
home.
Andre, who winters at Boston’s New
England Aquarium and summers in the
harbor at Rockport, Me., has been shoving
off from Marblehead for four years now.
And the event has become a traditional
spring “happening” — as sure a sign that
winter is over as croci or forsythia.
It was no different this year.
Close to 250 spectators crowded onto
State Street Wharf last Wednesday after
noon to catch a glimpse of the celebrity
seal as he embarked on his 180-mile swim.
The crowd was an enthusiastic mix of
lunch-break curiosity seekers, news
people, camera buffs, and of course,
children.
Youngsters make up a large proportion
of Andre’s constituency, and they were out
in force.
A 150-student contingent — the largest
single group — trooped down from the
Gerry School to just witness the history
making event.
The excitement of the day began well in

In just 4 days
Andre arrives
When Andre the seal departed from
State Street Wharf Wed., April 13. no one
would venture a guess how long he would
take to swim the 180 miles between
Marblehead and his summer home in
Rockport. Me.
After Andre took a leisurely 14 days to
make the trip last year, few
prognosticators would have suggested he
would make the journey in near-record
time.
But the celebrity seal took just four days
to swim the distance", arriving home
Sunday afternoon. The 16-year-old harbor
seal’s quickest trip was three and one-half
days.
Andre's trainer and friend Harry
Goodridge wasn’t surprised at the short
time it took Andre to make it home.
“I don’t ever know when he’ll arrive,”
Goodridge said. “He just gets here when
he wants to.”
Andre arrived at 3:50 p.m. Sunday and
was greeted by between 50 and 60 spec
tators.
Goodridge reported that Andre ap
parently made the trip without incident.

advance of Andre’s arrival for his
scheduled 1 p.m. departure.
Shortly after noon spectators began
gathering and staking claim to the prime
seal-watching spots along the edge of the
wharf.
It seemed as though every other person
had a camera slung from the neck or wrist
with which to record the proceedings for
posterity.
Around 12:45 p.m. a blue van bearing the
‘New England Aquarium” logo pulled into
the parking area.
There was a slight delay while fisher
man Phil Cahill finished loading the day’s
catch into his truck (some things could not
stop for a seal), but in a matter of minutes
■Cahill had cleared out, and the arena
belonged to Andre.
A buzz of excitement swept the crowd, as
the van backed into position.
Then, the back door of the van swung
wide, and like a maharajah’s sedan chair,
Andre’s cumbersome travel cage was
hauled out and borne down the gangplank
to the float.
A surge of newspeople and cameramen,
including a camera crew from Channel 5
television, followed the cage onto the float,
causing it to list perceptibly at the uneven
distribution of weight.
A knot of cameramen crowded in for a
few last close-ups.
The next minute the cage door opened,
and with a sprightly hop-wriggle which
belied his-bulk (185 pounds) and age (16),
Andre slipped into the drink.
After about 15 seconds, Andre surfaced
10 feet or so from the float, and then went
under again.
All eyes scanned the surface of the
harbor, before he was spotted ap
proximately 40 feet from the float.
He disappeared again and reappeared
between the float and the wharf. Sensing
the rapt enthusiasm of his audience,
particularly the Gerry Schoolers, Andre
promenaded in front of the wharf to a
pattering of applause.
Then, responding to the calls of trainer
Harry Goodridge of Rockport, Me., Andre
returned to the float, where he was per
suaded to perform a number of jumps and
tricks (mostly for the benefit of the
photographers).
The celebrity seal jumped twice, and
when Goodridge pointed a finger at the
sale and said, “Bang, Andre” the mottled
brown 16-year-old rolled his back into the
water as if shot.
The gymnastics over, Andre took a final
turn and headed out to sea.
At that point, most of the spectators
returned to their daily routines.
But not everybody. A few ever-hopeful
youngsters lingered on, hoping the famous
seal would once again poke his
bewhiskered nose out of the water.

THEN THE HATCH opened and Andre hop-wiggled across the
float. . .

AND BEFORE YOU could wink, all that showed was a pair of flip
pers. . .

ALL IN ALL a satisfying performance.
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LOOKING FOR BREAKFAST — Andre keeps a sharp eye on Harry Goodridge’s pail of fish
Monday morning, less than a day after the seal returned from his fifth annual swim from Marble
head to Rockport. The two old friends were obviously very glad to see each other.
Barnes Photo

ANDRE, PLUMP SUPERSTAR - The
sun was shining and it was 50 degrees in
Boston Saturday when the New England
Aquarium almost emptied with the an
nouncement that Andre would perform in
five minutes. (Neither the announcer nor

Andre’s handler wasted much time ex
plaining who Andre is.) Of the half-dozen
harbor seals in the outdoor pool, there
was little doubt which one was Andre; it’s
hard to miss a rotund 275 pounds of pure
ham in sealskin. Despite his, er, avoir

dupois (which he will begin to lose when
he swims back to Rockport in a few
weeks), the 15-year-old simply wowed

THE MORNING CALL, Allentown, Pa., Thursday, April 14, 1977

Where's that cheese?
When Andre — although a pretty smart harbor seal — was given the
time-worn order by the television cameraman so he'd look his best
on the tube, he misinterpreted it as an offer of an always welcome
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Associated Press Laserphoto

snack. Whatever, the incident enhanced his seasonal finale at the
New England Aquarium, Boston, before 16-year-old Andre's annual
160-mile, unescorted swim to his Rockport, Maine, summer pad.

Oao/o

Andre the Seal, posing for a television cameraman at the New England
Aquarium in Boston, flopped into Marblehead Harbor yesterday for his fifth
annual 160-mile swim to his summer home in Rockport, Me., where he is
honorary harbormaster. Andre's owner, Harry Goodridge, says the 16-yearold seal can make the trip in three or four days. (AP Wirephoto)

Peter Landry
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Ruminating on the Andre mystique
I might as well admit it: I was all set to
be cynical about Andre the seal.
All the hoopla, the press pandering, the
myth making, had set my teeth on edge. I
do not like to have my teeth set on edge. It
puts me in a testy humor.
I have a history of such reactions. At one
time or another in the past I have had it in
for such institutions as Mothers Day, apple
pie, major league football and -Little
League baseball.
Nothing, you see, is sacred.
So as I made my way down to the State
Street Wharf last Wednesday, the wheels
of cynicism already were churning.
I wracked my brain for the devastating
barb which would lay to rest this Andrethe-seal folderol once and for all.
As I scanned the scene, short, snappy
first lines danced through my head. Things
like “It had all the charm of a rock
dropping in a puddle,” and other such
gems.

It was a showdown between Andre and
me, and I, rest assured, was not about to
play second fiddle to a seal.
But down on the wharf something
happened, something which, if not on a par
to conversion en route to Damascus, was
nonetheless significant in its own little
way,
Down on the dock, amid the hundreds of
happy, enthusiastic people gathered to
wish Andre on his way, my cynicism
wouldn’t take.
I found myself (ego flinching at the
thought) liking the porcine playmate with
the showman’s flair.
The esprit on the wharf was infectious,
and I found it impossible not to be cap
tivated. And I was.
Which raises the larger question: What
is it about Andre that captivates so many
(even cynics), that prompts hundreds of

routinely sensible people to drop what they
are doing and go down to a wharf, that
compels thousands of others to anxiously
watch the newspapers and television news
for updates on his swim northward?
It’s a hard question to put a finger on.
Of course, Andre is damnably cute with
his penchant for coy poses and flippant
manner (no pun intended).
And he is clever. The jumps-oncommand and the “play dead” routine are
first rate, as is pretty much everything
else in his bag of tricks.
But the clincher is the Andre story itself,
a story which — though downgraded to
circus hokum by an overzealous press —
is, well, plain remarkable.
Andre the seal and his trainer Harry
Goodridge are characters out of a story
book, a tale too simple and good to be true
in this complex, disappointing, and, too
often, sordid world.
Andre, — found as a pup, raised as a pet.

hailed as a performer, and annually let
loose to swim unescorted through 180 miles
of ocean to his birthplace.
Like “Roots” Andre’s homing instinct,
that intangible something instilled by
nature, suspends us in awed fascination.
It’s impossible to explain — just as no
one can explain how the salmon return to
spawn or the swallows find Capistrano.
The bottom line of Andre’s appeal is that
he touches in us a responsive chord, a
deep-seeded longing, for things we cannot
explain.
Call it nature, or God, or anything you
want, but it is there, and Andre has it.
He is a living reminder in our chaotic
world that there is unity in our divergence,
system in our randomness, order in our
chaos.
And that — at least once a year — is re
assuring to know.
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Aquatic mission
A sea lion named Fatman prepares to snag the tail of a test
anti-submarine rocket so the Navy can retrieve it from
waters near the Little Creek Amphibious Base near Norfolk,
Va. The Navy brought Fatman and two other sea lions over
from California for the mission.
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Lynchburg, Va., Sat., Jan. 8, 1977

Harry Goodridge Laughs Last
The recent report that the Navy has
trained eight sea lions to retrieve an
tisubmarine rockets from the sea floor
must have brought a grim smile to the
face of Harry Goodridge of Rockport,
Maine. Goodridge is the trainer of the
harbor seal called Andre, whose ex
ploits have won national attention.
Years ago, Harry Goodridge proved,
with Andre and a succession of young
seal pups, that seals could be trained to
locate and retrieve objects from the
ocean floor. He proved it to the U S.
Navy—the same Navy that is belatedly,
and at great cost, using sea lions for
that purpose. The Navy was strangely
reluctant to even recognize that seals
could be trained to retrive objects or
locate divers when Goodridge proposed
the idea. After he demonstrated it to
one of their observers, the man was
transferred and the matter dropped.
Goodridge has recounted all of this
in the book he wrote with Lew Dietz,
“A Seal Called Andre,” published in
1975. Goodridge trained Andre to take
a short length of board fixed with a
snap hook to which a buoyed length of
line could be attached, and snap the
line to submerged objects to be
salvaged. He taught Andre and other
seals to haul lines to and from yachts
entering Rockport harbor. He trained
them to locate divers deeply submerged
and at long distances—and proved it by
having them bring back an object
which the diver had taken into the
water with him.
In one chapter detailing the exploits
of a young seal called Jesse, Goodridge
recounted his last contact with the
Navy concerning harbor seals.
☆
-

☆

☆

As a result of the urging of some
friends, the Navy had finally sent a
Lieutenant Robert Ballard to observe
. Goodridge’s seals:
“Bob Ballard turned out to be a friend
ly and practical fellow whose specialty
with the navy had been the training of
marine mammals. He’d had considerable
success with dolphins but very little ex
perience with seals. He assured me that
he had an open mind and was eager to see
what I’d done with young Jesse.
“We foregathered at the Rockport
waterfront that gray and chilly Nov
ember morning, Ronn Young, the lieute
nant, and I. I explained the setup. ‘Let’s
assume that out there in the outer harbor
somewhere is a secret underwater in
stallation requiring maximum security.
The navy doesn’t want a diver in the area,
not even an innocent curiosity seeker.’
“Ballard nodded. ‘I’ll buy that.’
“’Okay,’ I said, ‘you don’t have a detec
tion device. What you do have is a harbor
seal. Unknown to Jesse, I’ll send a diver—
Ronn here—to enter the water with this
syringe You name the place.’
“Ballard looked out to sea. ‘Look, I
don’t want to be ridiculous, I want to be
reasonable.’
“’Go ahead, be ridiculous,’ I told him,
‘Jesse won’t mind.’
“Shrugging, Ballard indicated a loca
tion in the outer harbor around a jut of
land more than a quarter mile from
where we stood.
“’Right,’ I agreed, and nodded to Ronn.
‘You drive around by land, put on your
scuba gear and enter the water with the
syringe. We’ll give you twenty minutes.’
“Ron hopped into his car and was off.
I checked my watch, and Ballard and I
pushed out in a boat to Jesse’s pen. The
little pup was alert and eager. It was
apparent he knew there was something
special about this mission.

I
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“When twenty minutes had passed,
there was no need for me to tell Jesse his
job. He had been trained as a specialist.
His mysterious sensors would tell him
when and where a diver had entered the
water of the outer habor. His training
would tell him what he was expected to
do.
“I simply opened the pen gate. ‘Attack!’
I said.
“In a flash, Jesse rolled into a dive and
was off. We both waited, my eyes on my
watch, Ballard’s to seaward. In three
minutes flat, Jesse’s head broke the sur
face of the water. The white syringe was
in his mouth.
“Ballard gasped. He stood there a mo
ment shaking his head. He said, in
credulously, ‘I’ve never seen anything
like that in my life.’ “When he left for
Washington that afternoon, Ballard was
still shaking his head. ‘You’ll hear from
us,’ he said.
“I never heard from Ballard or from
the Office of Naval Research. 1 learned
later that the lieutenant had been
transferred shortly after his trip to
Maine. I made no further effort to con
tinue the contact; I have proved my
point...’’
Goodridge recognized that other
marine mammals might be trained to
aid man, but pointed out that none
were so fitted for use on seagoing
assignments as seals.
Seals have a broad water-temprature
tolerance, whereas dolphins and sea
lions are not fond of cold water. Sea
lions are restive and noisy, and their
raucous barking negates their useful
ness for sensitive assignments, but
harbor seals are relaxed and relatively
silent. It takes at least two years to train
a sea lion, whereas a harbor seal
matures earlier and can be fully trained
within a year. One of the most impor
tant advantages habor seals have over
other marine mammals is size; they are
only one-third to one-half the size of
other members of the seal family,
meaning they can be transported more
easily. They also can remain out of the
water almost indefinitely. And, most
important, harbor seals thrive in as
sociation with man.
Harry Goodridge is convinced that
one of his harbor seals could have
located the nuclear warhead which fell
into the sea off the coast of Spain a few
years ago. It was finally located at a cost
of millions after weeks of searching. His
seals could have located it, he believes,
in a matter of hours and at the cost of
a bucket of fish.
So now' the Navy is using sea lions fo
do what Harry Goodridge proved
harbor seals could do years ago — after
duplicating, at considerable taxpayer
expense, research which Goodridge
presented to them for nothing.
That’s the way things happen,
sometimes. But it’s not the way things
should be. There’s a most descriptive
word which covers these situations:
stupid.

Letters To Forum
Letters to The Forum must be typewrit
ten or printed.
They must include the address of the
writer and be signed in his own handwrit
ing.
They should not exceed 250 words in
length.
Their subject matter should be of
general interest.
The deadline for letters to The Forum
is noon Friday.
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Andre commandeers a
dory at South Bristol
on the weekend for a
rest stop before
swimming the last 40
miles to his Rockport
Harbor home. (AP)
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Spunky Andre
Is Back Home
By JUDY LARSEN
Area Reporter

ROCKPORT — A spunky Andre the seal is
back home.
“He was jumping all over his pen, trying to get
in,” said Norma Allen, first to tell Andre’s
trainer, Harry Goodridge, the seal was in Rock
port Harbor. “I honestly think he was just
waiting to see Harry — he seemed so anxious.”
The famous seal swam 180 miles from the New
England Aquarium at Boston in an impressive
four days. The sun was shining brightly as he
slipped into the sparkling waters at Rockport
shortly after 3 p.m. Sunday.
Goodridge said he immediately went to the
harbor to see the seal he had raised from in
fancy. Andre jumped onto the dock, Goodridge
kneeled down and Andre planted a big juicy kiss
on his cheek.
The superstar that Andre is, he didn’t disap
point the hundreds of adoring fans gathered to
watch for the seal. He performed his bevy of
tricks and got his usual treat of fresh fish.
“Andre’s looking good, real good,” Harry
laughed. “I’m so glad the waiting and worrying
is over.”
Goodridge said Andre was sighted off Owls
Head about 11 a.m. Sunday, so it wasn’t a
See ANDRE
Back Page This Section
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complete surprise to have the se^l home so
quickly.
In 1974 Andre swam home in three days and in
1975 in four days. But last year he kept his public
and Goodridge waiting 14 days as he vacationed
in skiffs along the coast as far north as Deer Isle.
After a brief rest, Andre will again be dazzling
spectators as he jumps through hoops held high
by Goodridge and bounces balls expertly on his
nose.
Goodridge found Andre in 1961, abandoned on
an offshore rock. He took the seal into his home
and made him his pet.
During the summer Andre performs for
tourists nightly, but during the day he is kept in a
cage.
The cage measures 32 feet long and eight feet
wide and deep. It became necessary in 1972 after
fisherman complained that the overzealously
playful Andre was swamping their boats during
social calls.
Goodridge predicts that this summer Andre
may become a father, if he can adapt the cage
for two seals. The aquarium may send a female
seal named Snow to Rockport by June for the
mating season.
Exactlky how Andre finds his way through 180
miles of water each year remains a mystery to
scientists. However, scientists studying seal
migrations along the New England coast note
that each spring 200 to 500 harbor seals migrate
from their winter quarters along Cape Cod,
Connecticut and Long Island to their breeding
ground along the Maine coast.
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It’s that time of year when Andre the seal says goodby to his winter quarters at the
New England Aquarium in Boston and is released to swim to his summer home in Rock
port, Maine. Last year it took him 14 days to make the trip. Here Andre kisses his owner,
Harry Goodridge, before taking off from Marblehead, Mass., Wednesday (UPI).
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Weather Forecast
BECOMING SUNNY
Temp. Range:
Fahrenheit 50 to 60
Celsius 10 to 16
Complete Weather, Tides
On Page 2
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Andre the seal to
featured on 'Upcountry'
?-/3-

Harbormaster
LEWISTON
Harry Goodridge of Rockport Har
bor would probably take exception
to the old adage that “dog is man’s
best friend.”
He found his friend as a pup 15
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^ailable 24 Hrs. a day
allowed 623-1655

years ago on the ledges at Robin
son’s Rock. But there is one great
difference, the pup is a harbor seal
that was presumed abandoned by
his mother.
,
He’s affectionately known as.
‘‘Andre the Seal” and is a
celebrity throughout New
England. He will be the focus of
"Upcountry” at 7:30 p.m. Wednes
day on Channel 10.
The summer of 1961 was Andre’s
first summer with the Goodridge
family. He was fed much like a
baby — night feedings and all.
Andre immediately became a
member of the Goodridge family.
A place was made for him in the
cellar, but Andre literally had the
run of the house. At least twice a
day he was taken in the back seat
of the car to the harbor for exer
cise and feeding.
Goodridge, a commercial scuba
diver, had always wanted an un
derwater companion. Andre more
than filled the bill. They became
great friends. It was during these
underwater excursions, exercise
and feeding sessions that Andre
began learning tricks. People
began to gather at feeding time to
watch Andre perform. So, the
word spread up and down the New
England coast of his perfor
mances. Andre now has an
enthusiastic audience daily.
Andre is perhaps best known for
his famous summer migration
from the Atlantic waters in Boston
to Rockport Harbor. This annual
trip usually takes three days. Dur
ing the wintertime, many of his
fans visit him at his winter
quarters at the New England
Aquarium in Boston.

SEE YOU IN ROCKPORT. Andre the seal bids goodby to trainer Harry
Goodridge at Marblehead, Mass., as the seal sets out on his annual swim to
Rockport, Maine. Andre spends the winter at the New England Aquarium in
Boston. The 16-year-old seal is the honorary harbormaster of Rockport. When
he arrives he will have a new pen and a new playmate — a female seal named
Snow. AP Laserphoto.
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Andre to return

ROCKPORT (AP) - A sure sign
of spring in New England: Andre
the seal is ready to swim back to
Maine.
The 16-year-old harbor seal is
scheduled to plop into the water at
Marblehead, Mass., at 2 this after
noon, then head toward his
summer home in Rockport, where
he holds the title of honorary har
bormaster.
Like most summer tourists,
Andre travels south at the end of
the season. He spends the winter
at the New England Aquarium in
Boston.
This year's ocean swim will be
Andre’s fifth, and even his trainer
is declining to predict how long it
will take the seal to return home.
Harry Goodridge said Andre
may complete the 160-mile swim
in three or four days, as he did sev
eral years ago. Or he may choose
to repeat last year's leisurely tour
of the Maine coast, which extend
ed the trip to two full weeks.
At nearby Camden, patrons of a
local tavern have drawn up a bet
ting pool on the predicted length of
Andre's trip, “but they’re not let
ting me enter it,” said Goodridge.
Goodridge, a tree surgeon, found
Andre when he was a pup aban
doned by his mother and taught
the seal to perform dozens of
tricks.
When Andre gets back to Rock
port, he faces the prospect of a
new pen and female companion
ship.
Goodridge said the new pen is
being designed to replace the shal
lower one which floats in Rockport
harbor.
The trainer also said a female
mate may be brought from the
aquarium to spend part of the
summer with Andre. The female,
known as Snow, was with Andre in
the aquarium's pool and “has a lot

of affection for him,” said Good
ridge.
Goodridge, who visited Andre
four times during the winter, re
ported that the seal is fit and trim.
Andre tipped the scales at 186

pounds, said Goodridge, who re
called that the seal began last
year’s swim weighing a blubbery
240.
“They held back a little on the
feed this year," he said.

METHOD
SAND STRATEGY FOR
ROUGH SHOT
A ball that lies low in
deep grass should be played
much like an explosion shot
from the sand. Play the ball
forward in your stance as you
would in a sand shot (see
illustration), then swing so
that the clubhead enters the
turf behind the ball.
You’ll probably want to
use a pitching wedge or 9-iron
in order to get the ball up
out of the grass quickly and
with a minimum of interfer
ence. The high-lofted clubs
will also cause the ball to
settle quickly on the green. ■
© 1976 by United Featu

See you later
Harry Goodridge bids goodbye to
Andre the seal in Marblehead,
Mass., as Andre began his annual
swim to Rockport, Maine. Andre
spends the winters at the New Eng
land Aquarim in Boston and is re
leased at Marblehead each year for
his swim to Rockport. Andre is hon
orary harbormaster of Rockport.
(AP Wirephoto)
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IT’S THAT TIME OF YEAR when Andre the seal says good-bye to his winter quarters at
New England Aquarium, is trucked toMarblehead and then released and swims to his sum
mer home in Rockport, Maine. Here Andre kisses his owner Harry Goodridge before
taking off. Last year it took traveling seal 14 days. (UPI)

OK, Andre, You’re On Your Own
By JUDY LARSEN
Area Reporter
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Andre, Rockport’s famed aquatic attraction,
hams it up for Boston television cameraman
Larry Wiesberg during his farewell
performance Wednesday at the New England
Aquarium in Boston. (AP)

Boiling With New Fightin
Africa — Namibia — said about 700
black refugees have fled south from
Angola in recent weeks to escape new
fighting between Cuban-backed
government troops and guerrillas of
the Union for the Total Independence
of Angola-UNITA.
The government of Angola’s
ms on a eastern neighbor, Zambia, charged

>n Wedinternal
Zambia
ts from
ssed its
iges and
lloeical.

said nothing about casualties.
The Zambian spokesman said a
delegation from Zaire arrived in
Lusaka, the capital of Zambia, to hold
urgent talks with President Kenneth
Kaunda. Kaunda had sent a message
to Mobutu Tuesday night informing
him of the “grave bombing in
cidents.”

mobilization and sacrifice
alleged attacks from Sudan
The charges were des
Sudan as a fabrication
Ethiopian aggression. Suda
signed a mutual defense ti
Egypt.
—A spokesman for the
Liberation Front said in F

Andre

MARBLEHEAD, MASS — Andre the
Seal looked up, gave his trainer Harry
Goodridge a big kiss and slipped into the
harbor Wednesday to begin his 160-mile
swim to the home he knows well: Rockport,
Maine.
Goodridge, who flew here from Rockport,
was immediately recognized by the
friendly seal, Sandy Petersen of the New
England Aquarium’s communications
relations department said. “Harry talked
to Andre and Andre just jumped up and
down in excitement,” she said.
At 11 a.m. Andre hammed it up for his
last performance at the Boston aquarium,
with Goodridge on the platform above the
pool directing and the seal not missing any
cues or forgetting any tricks, Mrs.
Petersen said.
After the show, Andre eagerly left the
pool and apparently sensed it was time to
return to Maine, to Goodridge and to his
fans.
Goodridge said Andre, w.tw weighed 260
pounds last April, has maintained his
weight at 186 pounds this year — which
should make the swim a little easier.
Aquarium officials said Andre has been
eating about 10 pounds of herring daily
through the winter, “which is about right
for his size and age.”
Over the past week, though, his diet has
been increased for “extra blubber in case
he hits areas in his swim home where fish
are not abundant.”
Goodridge said he hopes Andre will find
no danger in his trek north, adding that he
always worries until the seal arrives home.
In 1975 Andre arrived with a fishhook in his
lip.
The trainer said Andre is known to grab
oars and jump into skiffs during his swim to
Rockport. “He comes out of nowhere,
jumps out of the water and scares some

See ANDRE
Back Page This Section
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poor guy rowing his boat.” Goodridge said.
Anyone sighting Andre should phone 2362120, he added.
.
.
Mrs. Petersen said Andre might be
joined by a female seal named Snowi th s
summer “However, there s no rush in
deciding,” she said, “because he mating
season is June and Snow probably wouldn t
be taken to Rockport before then.
After Andre jumped into Marb'ehead

winter fans. Mrs. Petersen said, “When I
left at 1'30, he was still swimming around
and many school children were there,
loving every minute of it.
In 1974 the seal returned home in a record
95 hours. But last year he took his time and
rested frequently along the way, extending
the trip to 14 days.
Goodridge declined to make a prediction
vuiuviiud ini£
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marblehead
Andre the seal starts
“Get-a-way” vacation
prior to his trip to Marblehead, and at the
By NELSON BENTON
landing, Andre took a final turn and head
News Staff
ed out to sea.
MARBLEHEAD — With the eyes of
Carla Skinder, a veterinary technician
several hundred spectators and a horde of
who takes care of Andre at the Aquarium,
cameras focused on him. Andre the seal
said she had predicted it would take the
left here early Wednesday afternoon for
seal five days to make it to Rockport.
his annual trip to his summer home in
Members of the Aquarium staff have
Rockport. Maine.
organized a pool with the money going to
The event has become a spring rite of
the person who comes closest to predic
sorts in Marblehead, the town’s version of
ting Andre’s arrival time in Rockport.
opening day at Fenway Park. And unlike
In past years. Andre has received a
as was the case for the latter event this
special diet at the Aquarium for the week
year, the weather was definitely spring
prior
to his departure in order to give him
like Wednesday.
an extra reserve of fat for the trip home.
Andre’s departure was scheduled for 1
This
time,
however, Ms. Skinder said, he
p.m., and at about ten minutes before the
was kept on the same diet as the other har
hour the blue van of the New England
bor seals in the seal pool so that he
Aquarium, Andre’s winter home, pulled
couldn’t get lazy and would have to seek
onto State Street wharf. His cage was
out
fish himself.
carried down to the float, and within
A member of the crew of the “Jane
minutes he was in the water.
Starr”
assured Goodridge, however, that
There were several suspenseful seconds
there were plenty of fish to be had out
as everyone waited to see whether the seal
there
this
year, Russian trawlers or not.
would return to the surface before swim
Accompanying Goodridge was his
ming out of the harbor. And as the seconds
daughter.
Toni,
who has lived with Andre
grew to a full minute, a look of disap
for 16 of her 22 years. She told how her
pointment could be seen to appear on the
father had caught the seal as a pup off
faces of the eager children and
cameramen. Aquarium personnel, and r Rockport and brought him back to his
home.
He has been spending his summers
most of all, Andre’s owner, Harry
in a penned area in the cove off the
Goodridge.
Goodridge’s
property ever since.
But then just as it seemed everyone was
The local fishermen did not appreciate
going to give up hope. Andre's head bobb
Andre's
antics
as much as the summer
ed up about 100 yards from the float next
people, however, and Goodridge decided a
to one of the few sailboats moored in the
few years ago to bring his seal down to the
harbor this time of year. A hearty cheer
New England Aquarium for the winter.
went up, and the famous Andre proceeded
Since he had made the swim down to
to perform.
Marblehead on his own several times
Selecting a spot on the side of a pier op
previously and it was felt he might
posite the Landing Restaurant where the
become confused among the islands of
largest portion of the crowd was gathered.
Boston Harbor, it was decided to let Andre
Andre proceeded to jump and dive and
go
here.
perform an assortment of other tricks.
During the trip home, his progress is
Then it was time for pictures. At the
marked
at several coastal points where he
urging of Goodridge and with the en
is in the habit of dropping in. The watchers
couragement of a few fish from the fishing
then call Goodridge to report on Andre’s
boat “Jane Starr’’ moored alongside the
progress.
float, the publicity-wise seal struck and
Goodridge returned to Maine Wednes
held several “cute seal’’ poses guaranteed
day,
and in about four or five days he and
to warm the heart of any newspaper
his
fellow Rockporters will be anxiously
reader or television viewer.
scanning the waters off the town for the
Having endured enough performing for
first sign of their most famous native son.
spectators both at the Aquarium just
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Wet kiss
launches ,
seal swim
MARBLEHEAD (AP) Like a child kissing his
dad goodbye before leav
ing for summer camp,
Andre the seal kissed his
owner, Harry Goodridge,
on the cheek yesterday
and flopped into Marbleh e a d Harbor for his
annual swim to Rockport,
Me.
Two hundred school
children from Marblehead
turned out to wish Andre
bon voyage to Summer
quarters 160 miles north
if Boston.
“He swam around the
harbor for 15 minutes to
get his bearings, and then
went out to sea,” said a
spokeswoman for the New
England Aquarium in
3oston. Andre winters at
the aquarium.
The 16-year-old harbor
seal is the honorary harlormaster of Rockport
md when he gets back he
will have a new pen and a
ilaymate — a female seal
lamed Snow.
This is Andre’s fifth
jwim to Rockport and a
avem in Camden is takng bets as to how long it
vill take. Goodridge said
t can take the seal three
o four days to make the
iwim, unless he takes the
ourist route and spends a
eisurely two weeks like
be did last year.

STAFF PHOTO BY RAY LOSS

Owner Harry Goodridge releases harborseal Andre from cage at Tc
Pier in Marblehead for his 160-mile swim to Rockport, Me.

There are two sections
in this weeks Reporter
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Tax rate to rise six dolla
by Jo Ann Rowe
If town meeting voters
accept their Finance Committee’s recommendations,
the tax rate in Marblehead

will increase to $62 per
thousand, an increase of six
dollars in the coming fiscal
year.
At its hearing on the 70-

article town meeting warrant
Tuesday night, the FinCom
heard money
requests
totaling $1,545,000. With ap
propriations, reductions and

What's the Holdup? Andre the seal patiently waits to be released for his annual swim back
to Rockport, Maine. Andre, who winters at the New England Aquarium, is the longtime friend
of Harry Goodridge. More photos on page 18. (Photo by Don Whitehead)

THE REPORTER Thursaay,

Anybody pack my toothbrush? Andre begins the long trek
back to Rockport for the fourth year in a row.

The annual “launching” of Andre has become one of
Marblehead’s media events with more and more people
arriving each year to watcb Andre gain his freedom.

Before leaving, Andre busies himself spectating at
spectators. (Photos by Don tyhitehead)

Bidding Andre adieu
Owner Harry Goodridge opens the
cage to let his famous seal Andre
slip into the waters of Marblehead
Harbor for his swim home to
Rockport, Maine. Children,
photographers and personnel from

the New England Aquarium, An
dre’s winter home, crowded the
float at the State Street landing to
watch Andre’s departure. Store on
Marblehead page.
(Peter Zaharis)

SEE YOU IN ROCKPORT. Andre the seal bids goodby to trainer Harry
Goodridge at Marblehead, Mass., as the seal sets out on his annual swim to
Rockport, Maine. Andre spends the winter at the New England Aquarium in
Boston. The 16-year-old seal is the honorary harbormaster of Rockport. When
he arrives he will have a new pen and a new playmate — a female seal named
Snow. AP Laserphoto.
>
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Goodbye for now
It’s that time of the year; Andre the Rockport seal has been
set back into the ocean after spending the winter at the New
England Aquarium. He was trucked to Marblehead, Mass.,

Wednesday for his journey to Maine. He’s shown saying an
affectionate so-long-for-now to his trainer, Harry Goodridge.
It took the seal 14 days to make the trip last year. (UPI)

If the world didn’t know who Andre is, it should by
now. And through the very famous — but suddenly way
ward — seal, several parts of the Maine Coast are becom
ing more familiar to people following the news by the pa
pers, radio and television. Boothbay, Port Clyde, Rockland,
Rockport, Lincolnville, Deer Isle. Since leaving Boston on
the sea journey home after wintering in an aquarium,
Rockport’s Honorary Harbor Master, 16 year old 260pound Andre has fooled even his trainer Harry Goodridge
and failed to resume his summer residence in Rockport
Harbor. A seal expert at Boothbay Harbor a couple years
back told us how intelligent these animals could be, com
firming further all of Goodridge’s thoughts which have long
been confirmed by Andre’s performances. On the basis that
he perhaps “thinks” something like a human (or maybe
vice versa) its not illogical to surmise that in the spring,
besides freedom, Andre’s fancy has turned to thoughts of
love. Perhaps he has merely gone far afield, for a change,
to fill his thoughts on both counts. At any rate, we have the
feeling Andre will return to Rockport all in his own good
time.
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Sighted------------Andre Takes A Rest
Off South Bristol
By JUDY LARSEN
Area Reporter

ROCKPORT — Andre the seal was
about 40 miles from home Saturday.
He spent the day basking in a skiff off
South Bristol after a three-day swim of
about 140 miles, according to his trainer,
Harry Goodridge.
Andre, who was released Wednesday
for his annual swim from the New
England Aquarium in Boston to his
summer home in Rockport, has been
known to hop aboard fishermen’s skiffs
frequently for a little rest and
relaxation.
Is Goodridge pleased his friendly seal
has been sighted?
“You get I am,” he replied. “It feels so
good to know Andre is all right.”
Frank Farrand of Farrand’s Lobster
Pound at South Bristol telephoned
Goodridge at 7:15 a.m. Saturday saying
the seal was there.
An employe at the lobster pound,
Howard Plummer, said he saw Andre
swim into waters near the pound shortly
after 7 a.m.
“Andre came right in beside the float
here and we patted him,” Plummer
said. “We tried to feed him some
herring, but he didn’t want it. I guess he
must have eaten well on the swim
,north ”

As the playful seal has been known to
do in the past, he almost dumped the
occupant of a punt out when he tried to
climb aboard, Plummer said. “The
man, Dan Seiders III, got quite wet, but
thought the whole thing pretty funny.”
Plummer said the gray-whiskered
seal spent most of the day resting in the
skiff, completely ignoring the more than
1,000 people who stopped to see him.
Goodridge still refused to predict when
Andre will be back home again.
“Andre has a mind of his own and
there’s no way I’d try to predict what
he’s up to.”
Goodridge, however, said he wouldn’t
be surprised if Andre had a visit at Port
Clyde in his itinerary.
A piece of a fishhook Andre picked up
on his swim home in 1975 was removed
by Keith Monaghan at Port Clyde.
“Andre may stop to see Keith,”
Goodridge said, adding that the in
telligent seal doesn’t forget his friends.
Andre has appeared in numerous
newspaper and magazine articles and on
television programs — and is the subject
of a book entitled, “A Seal Called An
dre.”
During this summer, as in many years
past, he’ll be delighting thousands of
spectators as he performs his myriad of
tricks in Rockport Harbor.

SeaTs Antie^ Charm
^'aine^ishing^jllage
a weekend rest s P
V
} 0fl0
, before continuing
sXKs’s^r home £ Report.
Andre popped out of the >ater Saturday morning behind
Andie poppeo
So&th jttfUn, »nd started jumping
Fama „m of the water, encouraging f>ank Farrin. his
«“»
^“H^was swimming round and round. He started imping
agatost a towioat and jumping over the oars, PU,mcr
^Before long, news of Andre’s arrival had
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harbor seal is an annual a» to Mai
-"-e 0,
^dX-’" been sighted off share near
Owl’s Head bv a man in a boat Sunday afternoon^
Andre was released by Aquarium officials in Marblehea ,
Mass. Thursday for his 160-mile swim.
Goodridge said he was not surprised that Andre had swum
' W mtes^f "he journey in three days but hei
o vreuld
not sav when he expected his summei guest to arrive.
“I leave that up to Andre. I never try to predict what
he will do,” he said.
Goodridge found Andre in 1961, abandoned on an offshore
rock. He took the seal into his home and made him hi
" pet.
How Andre finds his way home each year remains a
mystery. However, scientists studying ^a\n*l0^
the New England coast note that each spnng 200
harbor seals migrate from their winter quarters along Cape
S connecticuf and Long Island to their breeding ground
along the Maine coast.
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ANDRE THE SEAL . . . ahead of schedule

Andre hamming it
on annual trip
By Richard Hudson

Special to The Globe
t

i

Harold Plummer, his boss, Frank Farrin, and some other
fishermen were sorting lobster tackle behind Farrin’s lobster
, pound in South Bristol, Maine, yesterday morning, when a 190pound seal with a sear on its throat popped out of the water.
i
“He was jumping in and out of the water, real friendly like,
' swimming round and round,” said Plummer. “He wanted to
' play. He started bumping against a towboat, jumping over the
oars.”
News of the seal spread quickly through this small (pop.
700) fishing town; and by noon, two local radio stations were
; broadcasting its arrival. Townsfolk and tourists from
• neighboring towns began gathering on Farrin’s docks to watch
, the seal. “We’ve had quite a mob down here - nearly 1000
people in the last four hours,” Plummer said.
The object of the curiosity and the clicking cameras was a
16-year-old domesticated harbor seal called Andre, who was
found abandoned on an offshore rock in 1961 by Harry
Goodridge of Rockport, Maine. Andre was taken into
Goodridge’s home, and became his submarine pet.
Each spring, like a Bostonian returning from his winter
retreat in Florida, Andre migrates from New England
Aquarium in Boston, where he winters with 12 other harbor
seals, to Goodridge’s home in Rockport, where he lives in the
inner harbor, performing nightly shows for the summer
tourists.

• ANDRE, Page 41

Andre hamming it up enroute home
★ANDRE
Continued from Page 29
At Rockport, Andre will live in a
cage — measuring 32 feet long, 8 feet
wide and 8 feet deep — moored in the
inner harbor. The cage became
necessary in 1972 after fishermen
complained to Goodridge, who is
harbormaster, that his seal was
swamping boats, in his attempts to
make new friends.
At 6:45 p.m. daily during the
summer, Goodridge feeds Andre his
quota of 10 pounds of alewife or pogies,
before a crowd of between 150 and 350
tourists.
While he charges no fee for the
show, Goodridge does pass the hat to
pay for Andre’s upkeep. In addition,
Goodridge said he’ has made about
$10,000 from his book about Andre.
Last October, Andre was flown from
Rockport (“He was a little
apprehensive on the takeoff,” said
Goodridge) to his winter home in the

‘He’s a slubberdy fellow. He likes lo have bis picture
taken. He doesn’t smile much, but he poses bis bead when
you get near him with a camera.’
—FRANK FARRIN
Maine lobster man
concrete seal pool at the aquarium in
Boston.

captivity, Garibaldi said.

Exactly how Andre finds his way
“The women (seals) really go for through 180 miles of water each year
Andre,” said Garibaldi. “One 5-year- remains a mystery to scientists.
old, Lucy, practically attached herself Research on the migratory patterns and
to him when he first entered the pool . homing instinct of other mammals
this w’inter. She’d let him swim to the (birds, caribou) suggests some
end of the pool, then ambush him on hypotheses but no sure answers, (
the way back."
according to Howard Winn, a marine ,
If Goodridge can adapt his cage for biologist at the University of Rhode
two seals the aquarium will send a lady Island, studying marine mammals for
seal to Rockport to join Andre this the Navy.
summer. If they mate in June and bear
For the last six years, volunteers
a pup (seals usually bear only one have been recording seal migrations
offspring), it will probably be the first along the New England coast. Each
time a harbor seal has been born in October, 200 to 500 harbor seals are seen
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migrating from their breeding grounds I
along the Maine coast into their winter
quarters along Cape Cod, Connecticut
and Long Island.
Evert' spring, about the same time
that Andre makes his swim, the seals
begin their swim back to Maine. Thus, ,
said Winn, Andre's voyage may be a ‘
type of migration.
Marine biologists speculate that
marine mammals navigate such
distances by taking bearings on the'surr
or recoginzing coastal patterns, either
with their supersensitive ears or by
smell or sight. Research on this
navigation is just beginning, Winn said.
Much as wild seals recognize certain
areas as their breeding grounds on their
return north, Andre may have
concluded that Rockport harbor and his
cage is his home. “Still,” said
Garibaldi,” there’s no doubt that
Andre's affection for Harry plays some
part in the swim. He's like a son coining
home to his father."
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was on annual migration from marine zoo in Marblehead, Mass.,
where he winters, to home of Harry Goodbridge in Rockport, Me.,
when he stopped over in South Bristol this weekend and some
fishermen decided to test his rowboat prowess. Goodbridge found
Andre abandoned on an offshore rock in 1961 and kept him for a
time as a pet. How he finds his way home each spring is a mystery.
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Andre stopped
to play in Bristol
SOUTH BRISTOL (AP) Andre the seal made a week
end rest stop in this small fish
ing town, stayed long enough
to entertain almost 1,000
people and was on his way
Sunday to his summer home in
Rockport.
Andre popped out of the
water Saturday morning
behind Farrin’s lobster pound
in South Bristol and started
jumping in an out of the water,
encouraging Frank Farrin his
helper, Harold Plummer, and
some other local fishermen to
play.
“He was swimming round
and round. He started bumping
against a towboat and jumping
over the oars,” Plummer said.
Before long, news of Andre’s
arrival had spread. Residents
of this town of 700 people and
tourists from neighboring
towns gathered on Farrin’s
docks to watch the antics of
the 190-pound seal.
The summer migration of
the 16-year-old domesticated

harbor seal is an annual at
traction for Maine residents as
Andre travels from Massachu
setts, where he spends his win
ters in the New England
Aquarium, to the home of
Harry Goodridge in Rockport.
Goodridge said Andre had
been sighted off shore near
Owl’s Head by a man in a boat
Sunday afternoon.
Andre was released by
Aquarium officials in Marble
head, Mass., Thursday for his
160-mile swim, and Goodridge
was not surprised that he had
already swum 140 miles of the
journey in three days.
But he also would not say
when he expected his summer
guest to arrive.
“I leave that up to Andre. I
never try to predict what he
will do,” he said.
Goodridge found Andre in
1961 abandoned on an offshore
rock. He took the seal into his
home and made him his pet.
During the summer, Andre
lives in the inner harbor, per

forming nightly shows for
tourists, but during the day he
is kept in a cage.
The cage measures 32 feet
long and eight feet wide and
deep. It became necessary in
1972 after fisherman com
plained that the overzealously
playful Andre was swamping i
their boats during social calls.
Goodridge predicts that this
summer Andre may become a
father, if he can adapt the cage
for two seals. The aquarium
may send a female seal named
Snow to Rockport by June for
the mating season.
Exactly how Andre finds his
way through 180 miles of water
each year remains a mystery
to scientists. However, scien
tists studying seal migrations
along the New England coast
note that each spring, 200 to
500 harbor seals migrate from
their winter quarters along
Cape Cod, Connecticut and
Long Island to their breeding
ground along the Maine coast.
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REST STOP — Andre, a pet seal, commandeers a
dory in South Bristol, Maine, over the weekend for
rest stop about 40 miles from his summer home at
Rockport. The seal was released in the ocean at
Marblehead, Mass., Wednesday after spending
winter in Boston at New England Aquarium.

Migrating seai
stops for visit
SOUTH BRISTOL, Maine (AP) — Andre, a pet
seal, made a weekend rest stop in this small fishing
town. He stayed long enough to entertain almost 1,000
people before continuing on his way Sunday to his
summer home in Rockport.
Andre popped out of the water Saturday morning
behind Farrin’s lobster pound in South Bristol and
started jumping in and out of the water, encouraging
Frank Farrin, his helper Harold Plummer and some
other local fishermen to play.
“He was swimming round and round. He started
bumping against a towboat and jumping over the
oars,” Plummer said.
Before long, news of Andre’s arrival had spread.
Residents of this town of 700 people and tourists from
neighboring towns gathered on Farrin’s docks to
watch the antics of the 190-pound seal.
The summer migration of the 16-year-old domes
ticated harbor seal is an annual attraction to Maine
residents as Andre travels from Massachusetts, where
he spends his winters in Boston’s New England
Aquarium, to the home of Harry Goodridge in Rock
port.
Goodridge said Andre had been sighted off shore
near Owl’s Head by a man in a boat Sunday afternoon.
Andre was released by aquarium officials Thurs
day for his 160-mile swim.
Goodridge said he was not surprised that Andre
had swum 140 miles of the journey in three days, but
he also would not say when he expected his summer
guest to arrive.
“I leave that up to Andre. I never try to predict
what he will do,” he said.
Goodridge found Andre in 1961, abandoned on an
offshore rock. He took the "seal into his home and
made him his pet.

Andre
takes
a break
Andre the seal com
mandeered a dory in
South Bristol, Me., Sun
day to make a rest stop
about 40 miles from his
summer home at Rock
port, Me. The famous
sea
mammal
was
released in the ocean at
Marblehead, Mass.,
Wednesday after spend
ing the winter at the
New England Aquari
um in Boston.
— AP Wirephoto

Seal prefers boat

Andre snoozing,
not swimming
United Press International
ROCKPORT, Maine —
Andre the seal spent yes
terday lounging in a small
boat in nearby Port Clyde,
occasionally using his flip
pers to splash himself with
water.
Andre was supposed to
be swimming from Mar
blehead, Mass., to Rock
port Harbor. But appar
ently that plan wasn’t
made sufficiently clear to
him.
The 16-year-old harbor
seal has spent every sum
mer of his life swimming
around Rockport Harbor.
In the fall he is taken to
the New England Aquari
um in Boston, and in the
spring he is trucked north
to Marblehead to begin his
swim back to Maine.
Last year he made the
trip in three days. But this
year trainer Harry Good
ridge said Andre had
eaten a bit too well at the
Aquarium — he ballooned
up to 240 pounds — and

he might require a bit
more time this year.
Andre left Marblehead
last Tuesday. Early Sun
day morning Ernest Wilsdon of Port Clyde spotted
Andre snoozing aboard a
skiff moored about 200feet offshore.
Wilson
said
Andre
looked tired. Once in a
while,
when
someone
called his name, Andre
would pick up his head
and peer over the side of
the boat. Then he would
go back to sleep.
He’s still on the boat,”
Mrs. Harry Goodridge
said. “If he doesn’t get off,
my husband plans to go
down there and try and
get him to get moving.”
Andre was a pup who
had apparently been aban
doned by his mother when
Goodridge found him in
1961.
Mrs. Goodridge said it
was unusual for Andre to
stay away from Rockport
Harbor for so long, but she
said she wasn’t worried
about him.

home
(From the Press
rre» Herald)
“I’ve asked him,
ROCKPORT
I
„ rep,jed
but he w0"‘‘ „hen asked how
Harry Good ^gfin<js his way from
Andre
Rockport.
Marblehead Ma"m
MassMaine each Apri

roiles is
including
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to know
Would Goodridge like
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‘"^^darnnghtlwouidbuU

don't know if 1 ever will, he an
S*Reteised from the New England
nauanum Wednesday. Andre apthe publ
^Soodrfdge said no one has called
saying they've seen the seal
Khis wife and daugh
ter flew to Boston Wednesday to
take the friendly seal from the
Aquarium to Marblehead Harbor
where he began his journey.
Goodridge said Andre was de
lighted to see him. "When we put
his carrying crate down, he went
right in. He knew exactly where he
was going."
"He wasn't in any hurry to leave
the harbor." Goodridge commerited. ‘There was a fishing boat
with fresh herring there, so we put
on a show for the crowd and gave
Andre some of the fish as his
reward.”
Goodridge said that, when he
left Marblehead at 3 p.m.. Andre
was still there with his fans, who
were “enjoying and feeding him.”
Goodridge said he will now wait
for reports on Andre's northward
journey and looks forward to wel
coming the seal home.
In 1974 and 1975 Andre swam
home in four and three days, re
spectively. Last year Andre, a
little overweight, stopped to rest
in skiffs near several coastal com
munities and extended the trip to
24 days
Goodridge refuses to predict
how long Andre’s sw*im will take
this year, saying ."It s all up to
hirn.
Andre, who spends Ihe summer
in Rockport, has been the subject
of many newspaper and magazine
artmles. television programs anS
a book entitled. *
.
Andre

A Seal Called

Chester <

Late
Sports, News
and Stocks
MONDAY,

APRIL18,

Good
Evening
TONIGHT

TOMORROW

April in the Delaware Valley:
Fair tonight, partly cloudy to
morrow; lows about 50, highs
near 80. (Details on page 43.)

Carter’s ‘Chat’
President Carter spent most of the
weekend working on his second "fire
side chat," to be televised by the net
works at 8 tonight. It'll deal with the
energy crisis.

Sentencing Deferred
Sentencing of Theodore S.A. Ru
bino, former Republican leader of
Chester County, was continued in
definitely today by U.S. Judge Clif
ford Scott Green for medical rea
sons. Rubino is to undergo heart
surgery on June 19 at the University
of Alabama Medical Center. Rubino,
66, pleaded guilty Jan. 31 to
charges that he extorted $6,400 in
kickbacks from architects who won
contracts with Chester County.

Seal Makes It
Andre the seal has arrived in Rock
port, Maine, after swimming 180
miles from Marblehead, Mass, in four
days. Andre annually swims from
Marblehead, where he spends the
winters in an aquarium, to Rockport,
where he spends the summers in
Rockport harbor, entertaining tour
ists.
___
.
‘
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Smoke Joins Andre
ROCKPORT — Andre the Seal will have more than
just a wharf-load of people to perform for this summer.
His lady friend and fan Smoke is now with him for the
summer in the seal pen at Rockport Harbor.
Smoke arrived from her Boston based New England
Aquarium home on Monday around noon time. She tra
veled by van to Rockport, unlike Andre who made the
trip himself by water in April.
Thalice Goodridge, wife of Andre’s owner and trainer
Harry Goodridge, said that when she was let into Andre’s
pen the two seals kissed for photographers, but seemed not
too excited by the whole thing. She added though that
Andre has seemed lonesome and restless in the past few
weeks. The two spent the winters together in the Boston
Aquarium.
Smoke is seven years old now, a prime age for bearing
seal pups. Goodridge and aquarium personnel have been
hoping that Smoke would bear Andre’s pups for the last
year, but so far the two have been ’ just friends.”
,
Andre, in his 17 years of semi-captivity in Rockport,
has acquired a repertoire of tricks to perform with Good
ridge. Smoke is not the actor that Andre is but she picked
up a couple of simple acts last summer, Mrs. Goodridge
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Andre the seal
finishes annual
trip back home
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) — True to spring tradition,
Andre the seal is back home here after a four-day swim
from Marblehead, Mass.
The 16-year-old domesticated seal swam into Rockport
Harbor at 3 p.m, Sunday and began cavorting around his
dockside pen as crowds gathered to welcome his arrival.
‘' He was jumping all over his pen, trying to get in, ” said
Norma Allen, the first to tell Andre’s trainer, Harry Goo
dridge, that the seal was home. “I honestly think he was
just waiting to see Harry — he seemed so anxious.”
The 160-mile swim has become an event for Maine
coastal residents who try to keep tabs on the seal's
travels from his winter home, Boston’s New England
Aquarium. Andre was released Thursday in Marblehead,
Mass., by aquarium officials.
Andre who has been an entertainer ever since
Goodridge, Rockport’s harbormaster, found the seal
abandoned on a rock in 1961 and made him his pet.
Andre spends his summers in the harbor, where he per
forms nightly shows for tourists.
As Goodridge rushed to greet the seal, Andre jumped
onto the dock, Goodridge kneeled down and Andre planted
a wet kiss on his cheek.
“Andre’s looking so good. I’m so glad the waiting and
worrying is over,” Goodridge said.
In 1974 Andre swam home in three days and in 1975 in
four days. But last year, heavier than usual, he took his
time and did not make it home for two weeks.
Exactly how Andre finds his way to Rockport each spr
ing remains a mystery to scientists. However,
researchers studying seal migration along the New
England coast note that each spring 200 to 500 harbor
seals migrate from their winter quarters along Cape Cod,
Connecticut and Long Island to their breeding ground
along the Maine coast.

Andre Performs Flawlessly
For His Home Town Fans
ByArea
JUDYReporter
LARSEN
'LUU-
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Andre takes time out
from performing
Monday, in left photo,
for a rest on his “water
bed” moments before
leaping onto the dock in
Rockport Harbor, right,
to give his trainer,
Harry Goodridge, a
cold, wet kiss. (Larsen
Photo)

ROCKPORT — Just a day after his 180-mile swim
home, Andre the seal Monday was performing flawless
tricks for news photographers and fans gathered along
the banks of Rockport Harbor. Andre left Marblehead,
Mass, on Wednesday.
Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge, released Andre
from his floating pen to ham it up in the harbor waters.
“Come on, Andre,” Goodridge called as the friendly
seal followed him to the docks.
“Jump up, Andre,” Goodridge said. The seal, ob
viously adoring his trainer, jumped onto the dock and
rubbed against him.
This was the beginning of a half-hour performance by
Andre, Goodridge, and Goodridge’s daughter Toni.
“Bang,” said Harry and Andre rolled over as if dead.
Then the performer leaped high into the air, splashed
water at a friendly dog watching from the docks, and
snatched the supply of fish that was his reward.
Goodridge said he has several new tricks planned for
the seal.
“I’m not revealing what they are,” he continued,
“because I don’t know if they’ll work out. I’m sure Andre
can do them because he learns quickly. I’m not so sure I
can do my part well enough in teaching him.”
Goodridge also said plans are completed for Andre’s
new pan and he’s hoping to put the project out for bids.
"I’m not sure Andre has enough money in his bank
account to pay for the pen,” Goodridge explained. “I’d
like to get bids so I’ll know what my contribution will
be.”
The designs for the pen were formulated by
Goodridge’s son Steve, an engineer in Bsoton, Mass.
Goodridge said he’ll consider bringing a female seal,
“Snow”, from the New England Aquarium in Boston to
join Andre when the pen has been constructed.
The pen must be constructed so that “Snow” won’t be
released when Andre leaves to perform his bevy of
tricks.
If the female seal does come to Rockport, Goodridge
said, she’ll probably be here from about the middle to the
end of June. The mating season for seals is the month of
June, he said.
Andre’s annual treck from Marblehead took four days
in 1974, three days in 1975, and a lengthy 14 days last
year.
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Rest stop
Andre, the seal commandered a dory in South
Bristol, Maine, over the weekend to make a rest
stop about 40 miles from his summer home at
Rockport, Maine. The internationally-publicized sea
mammal was reeleased in the ocean at Marblehead,
Mass., on Wednesday after spending the winter at
the new England Aquarium in Boston.
(AP)

f

Atidrc swimshome

iA
' ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) — Andre the seal has arrived at his
home here for the summer.
The 16-year-old domesticated harbor seal migrated from
Massachusetts, where he spends his winters in the New
England Aquarium in Boston, to the Rockport home of Barry
Goodridge.
His travels are an annual attraction to Maine residents.
Andre was released by aquarium officials in Marblehead on
Thursday for his 160-mile swim.
The seal arrived at his pen here about 4 p.m. yesterday,
Goodridge reported. Last year the trip took him two weeks.

]

Safe after 180-mile swim
ROCKPORT, Maine — Andre the seal has arrived
home here safe and sound after swimming the 180 miles
from Marblehead, Mass, in four days. "Andre's looking
good, real good," said Harry Goodridge, the seal’s
trainer, after the seal swam into Rockport Harbor Sunday.
"I'm so glad the waiting and worrying is over."
Goodridge became friends with the harbor seal 16
years ago when he found Andre abandoned on an offshore
rock. Goodridge, the Rockport harbormaster, took Andre
into his home and domesticated the seal. Andre annually
swims from Massachusetts, where he spends the winters
in the New England Aquarium at Boston, to Rockport,
where he spends his summers entertaining tourists and
living in a cage in Rockport Harbor.
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Andre Flips Over Summer Home
Rockport, Maine (AP)—Andre the seal relaxed in familiar surround
ings yesterday on his first full day back at his summer home along the
Maine coast.
The 16-year-old domesticated harbor seal frolicked in his open-air
pen in Rockport harbor, where he arrived Sunday after a 4-day swim
from Marblehead, Mass.
After a 5-pound serving of herring for breakfast—-about half his daily
fish ration—Andre splashed in the floating pen, biding his time until his
trainer called on him to perform his nightly routine of tricks.
Andre spends the winters at the New England Aquarium in Boston.
His Marblehead-to-Rockport swim has become a spring tradition along
the New England coast.

Seal Makes Annual Swim .
tx> / t
From Mass, to Maine
ROCKPORT, Maine, April 18 (AP)
—True to spring tradition, Andre the
seal is back home here after a fourday swim from Marblehead, Mass.
The 16-year-old domesticated seal
swam into Rockport Harbor at 3 p.m.
Sunday. He was jumping all over his
pen, trying to get it,” said Norma
Allen, the first to tell Andre's trainer,
Harry Goodridge, that the seal was
home.
The swim has become an event for
Maine coastal residents who try to
keep tabs on the seal’s travels from
his winter home, Boston’s New Eng
land Aquarium. Andre was released
Thursday in Marblehead, Mass., by
aquarium officials.
Andre spends his summers in the
harbor where he performs znightl;
shows for tourists.

UPI photo

Andre’s marathon
Andre the seal has arrived home in Rockport, Maine, safe and
sound alter swimming the 180 miles from Marblehead, Massachu
setts, in four days. Andre annually swims from Massacuusetts
where he spends the winters In the New England Aquarium at Bos
ton to Rockport, where he spends his summers entertaining tour
ists. He lives in a cage in Rockport Harbor.
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TOWN TALK
♦ * *
K
For those Marbleheaders who are proponents of spacp
for “harbor watchers” at the State Street Wharf, the
Finance Committee meeting brought up a new idea.
A section of an article calling for improvements to the
MHS auditorium contained a request for $66,500 to replace
the 999 seats. Someone in the room suggested putting the
old seats along the water at the wharf.
That might get just a wee bit crowded, but everybody
could sit down for Andre the seal’s departure.
* * *
Speaking of Andre, the “bon-voyage” party was a
pleasant affair — with one exception.
A photographer from the Associated Press put on an
obnoxious demonstration of how to be rude, pushy, and
generally disagreeable.
Sample: When several youngsters moved down on the
float to get a closer look of the celebrity seal, the
photographer directed several churlish commands their
way.
“Get out of the way kid!” he barked. “Move it move
it!”
When it was suggested by one of The Messenger’s
emissaries to the “seal launching” that the photographer
might clean up his act when let out in public, he snapped
“They shouldn’t even let those kids down on that float ”
“Hey, when you’ve got to get the photographs, you can't
have those kids around getting in the way,” he carped.
We’d just as soon Mr. Photographer didn’t come visiting
’ain, thank you very much.
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Andre the seal stops for a rest in a
dory at South Bristol, Maine, during his

annual swim to his summer home in
Rockport.
(AP)

Andre’s back for summer

n
nrvDnDT Maine (UPI) — Andre
ROCKPORT,
the seal has arrived home here safe
and sound after swimming the 180
miles from Marblehead, Mass., in four
days.
“Andre’s looking good, real good,”
said Harry Goodridge, the seal’s
trainer, after the seal swam into
Rockport Harbor Sunday. “I’m so glad
the waiting and worrying is over.”
Goodridge became friends with the
harbor seal 16 years ago when he found
Andre abandoned on an off-shore rock.
Goodridge, the Rockport harbormaster,
took Andre into his home and domes
ticated the seal.
Andre annually swims from Mas
sachusetts, where he spends the
winters in the New England Aquarium
at Boston, to Rockport, where he

spends his summers entertaining tour
ist and living in a cage in Rockport
Harbor.
Goodridge says he had to build the
large cage for Andre because the
playful seal was swamping boats
during his social calls.
Living up to his reputation as a
first-rate entertainer, Andre performed
his repertoire of tricks for several
hundred fans who had gathered to
watch for the seal. Goodridge said he
rewarded Andre with his usual treat
fresh fish.
If the cage can be adapted to hold two
seals Andre may become a father this
summer, Goodridge said. The New
England Aquarium may send a female
seal, named Snow, to visit during the
June mating season.

?als summer
End Of Seals
Summer —

,
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Reluctant Smoke Bids Andre Goodbye

Friday was a day of parting for
Smoke and Andre, Rockport’s
famous harbor seal couple. After
a nearly four-month stay with
Andre, Smoke had to return to
Boston for the winter.
The two seals’ separation will
be short, however, as Andre will
be flown to the New England
Aquarium in Boston early in
November. At this time, Harry
Goodridge, Andre’s trainer, does

not know if the mating effort was
successful, as a bashful Smoke
isn’t talking and Andre isn’t
boastful.
Goodridge said he expected
Smoke would not want to leave
Andre, and he was right.
Goodridge and an employe of
the aquarium went out to the
seals' pen in Rockport Harbor at
10 a.m. Friday and, while both
seals enjoyed the fish very much,

SEAL TRAINER HARRY COODRIDGE TRIES TO LURE
SMOKE INTO NET WITH E1SH —

the tasty treat was not enough to
lure Smoke into a net.
When further efforts, assisted
by Goodridge’s son, Steve, also
failed, the trio moved the pen in
toward the whatf, grounded it
and waited for the receding tide
to lower the water in the pen.
Just before 1 p.m., after a
three-hour wait, both Goodridges
returned in wet suits. The travel
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ing cage already had been
lowered by hoist into the pen.
They entered the pen and took
less than 10, very wet minutes to
herd Smoke into the net. A
triumphant grin crossed Steve’s
face, as he shouted, “I’ve got
her.”
Smoke then was transferred to
the traveling cage and lifted out
the pen and over to the aquarium
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van. A small crowd of wellwishers gathered close to say
goodbye and take pictures.
When Smoke and Andre are
reunited in Boston, they will be
sharing a large pen with some
nine other seals. Goodridge said
he hopes Smoke will be able to
come to Rockport again next
summer.

SMOKE, CAPTURED. IS LIFTF.I) VP OUT OF THE PEN, STARTING THE TRIP HOME TO
BOSTON — Other photos page 9.

LEAP FOR LUNCH — HARRY FEEDS ANDRE

Andre's Homecoming —

T.V., National News Coverage Greet Seal

ANDRE IS INTERVIEWED BY A TV NEWS TEAM — ‘HOW AM I SUPPOSED TO TALK WITH
FOOD IN MY MOUTHf!'

Andre the seal arrived in
Rockport Sunday — and prompt
ly went on camera.
Rockport’s trained harbor seal
swam the 180 miles from
Marblehead in four days — with
reported stops in South Bristol
and Owls Head.
But crowds began to line the
wharf in Rockport early Sunday
afternoon, taking in the warm
sun as they kept watch for An
dre’s return.
When he showed up along the
pier in front of Luke Allen’s
wharf, Andre exchanged a

greeting with a neighnorhood
dog.
Harry Goodridge, who has rais
ed the 16 year old seal since he
was two days old, hurried down
with a pail of fish. But Andre
seemed so willing to enter his
cage that Goodridge had to call
him out to perform.
Once word was out, however,
sightseers and photographers
swarmed to the area.
On Monday, Goodridge con
ducted eight or nine telephone in
terviews with news media across
the country — Dayton, Ohio, Buf

falo, and Denver among others.
Television crews from Boston
and Maine stations moved in
Monday for their shots of Andre
and on Tuesday, Channel 2 from
Bangor, trained microphone and
camera on the seal who appeared
somewhat more interested in fish
his trainer was feeding him.
At his evening feeding Monday,
Goodridge commented on his
longtime relation with Andre.
“People don’t realize — even I —
how brilliant he is ... seals take it
all in.”
Turn to back page please
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Andre
I urns
Naughty,
‘Muckles’Man
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ROCKPORT - Andre the
seal will be confined to his
pen from now on after his
reported biting of an Albion
man, according to Police
Chief Forest B.'Doucette.
Doucette said Andre bit
the chest and arm of
Harrison Sylvester, who
was in a 12-foot rowboat at
the time.
Mrs. Harry Goodridge,
wife of the seal’s trainer,
told the Associated Press
Thursday that the 16-yearold harbor seal had been
allowed to swim free at
night during mating season’
“I suppose that was at the
root of the problem,” she
said.
Sylvester said he and his
wife were rowing in Rock
port Harbor earlier this
week when the seal clam
bered aboard his small boat,
almost capsizing it.
“I saw the seal in the
water beside my boat and
spoke to him,” Sylvester
said’ “He came over, and
the next thing I knew he was
over the side of the boat and
muckled onto my chest’”
Charles Faulkingham,
who was in another boat,
saw the encounter and later
said he feared for the safety
of any youngsters caught in
similar circumstances.
“I didn’t do anything to
provoke that,” said
Sylvester. “I didn’t do
anything to antagonize
him.”
Doucette said Sylvester
was treated by a Camden
physician for the bite
wounds.
“We informed Harry
(Goodridge) the seal would
have to be confined at all
See ANDRE
Back Page This Section

Andre
------ FROM PAGE1------times,” said Doucette. “He
has agreed to do this.
Goodridge confirmed he
has agreed to confine the
seal to his pen.
“In the future his tricks
will be performed in the pen
instead of outside in the
harbor,” added Doucette.
The agreement to keep
Andre confined came after a
discussion with coastal
warden Perley Sprague,
Doucette said.
Town manager Carl
Betterley said the incident
was the first of its kind.
“We never anticipated
anyone being bit,” Betterley
said. “All the seal has done
up to this point was jump in
a few boats.”
Betterley termed the
incident ‘‘very unfortunate.”

Andre Allegedly Bites Man
In Evening Rowboat Attack
Andre, the popular Rockport
larbor seal, allegedly attacked a
owboat Monday night, biting an
Albion man
"This looks like a bona fide
complaint which we will in
vestigate," Rockport Police
Chief Forrest Doucette said
Wednesday. "I don't know if An
dre will have to be confined but it
probably will be that Mr.
Goodridge (Harry Goodridge, the
seal's trainer? will have to keep
Andre in his pen rather than let
ting him out.”
The victim. Harrison
Sylvester, was treated for super
ficial bites in the chest
and on the arm. He was treated
at Camden Community Hospital
by Dr. David Reed, who had to
call the New England Aquarium
to find out what special
procedures should be used in
cases of seal bites.
Sylvester, from his home in Al
bion. said Wednesday that around
8 p.m. Monday he and his wife
and another couple took two row
boats out to Indian Island Light in

Rockport Harbor and were retur
ning when the incident occurred.
“I saw this seal by the boat. "
Sylvester said. "I didn't know if
it was Andre, but I called out An
dre' and it came right over. He
came over the gunwale and bit
me in the chest. I tried to get him
off and he bit me in the arm
before I finally got him out of the
boat. I w'as afraid he was going to
swamp us.”
Sylvester's party then headed in
toward shore, but "the seal kept
coming back at us and grabbing
our oars."
“Mr. Goodridge came out in
his power boat — I guess he was
looking for Andre.” Sylvester
said. He added Goodridge gave
the four of them a ride back in his
boat, towing the rowboats
behind.
Goodridge. contacted Wednes
day. would only say. ”1 don't
want to talk about it."
According to Rockport police
records. Sylvester was cut in
Turn to back page please

'
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both the chest and arm but there
were no tears in his flesh. They
also confirmed that Dr. Reed
contacted them for information
Monday about how to reach
Goodridge. During the years
there have been complaints of
Andre playfully jumping into
fishermen's boats, but never any
reports of his biting anyone.

ROCKPORT HARBOR, MAINE - The
accused weighs in at 185 pounds, has long
whiskers and answers to the name of An
dre The Seal.
“It’s circumstantial evidence, what
can I say,” said a heartsick Harry ,
Goodridge this morning, responding to in
quiries regarding a complaint that his
celebrity seal bit a man on the chest and
arm Monday.
But the state’s sea and shore warden,
who is in vest!, a investigating the allega
tion suggested that Andre be confined to
his floating pen.
“He didn’t have to suggest it, I would
do it any way under the circumstances,”
said the seal’s trainer and adoptive dad
dy who reared the 16-year-old mammal
from a pup to a star.
The last Harry heard, the warden was
compiling a report on the alleged inci
dent, labeling it for want of a better term,
a “boating accident.”
“The fellow seems like a nice guy and
talked to me, indicating he was not in

terested in legal action,” remarked!
Goodridge.
1
Harry Sylvester, 45, a resident of Al-|
bion, claimed he had been bitten by An-J
dre while he was rowing in the harbor.
j
“I guess it was Andre, I am awfully!
sorry to say that,” stated Sylvester.
The report was filed at Rockport j
police station by a woman who said she j
witnessed the incident from another boat. 4
Sylvester was treated at Camden j
Community Hospital for bites.
“In no way was that seal antagoniz
ed,” said Sylvester. “It bit me right on i
the chest and then as I was trying to push 1
it away, bit my right arm. It was quite a 4
hard experience, very frightening “
,
He added that the seal jumped into his “
boat.
.
4
Harry said that Andre was out roam- j
ing at the time and returned voluntarily
to his pen Tuesday morning.
1
“I just don’t know,” continued An- 4
dre’s daddy. “Andre does go a bit buggy ,
See ANDRE, Page 12

1

the city will consider taking some of the land by emi
nent domain.
The waterfront land is one of the city’s most
valuable assests, Marino said, adding he doesn’t want
to do anything foolish and is determined it will be pro
perly developed.

Andre

FROM PAGE ONE*

in mating season and this is the peak of
mating season. But then, all seals look
alike.” '
Goodridge will keep Andre in the pen
for the remainder of the summer as a
result of the claim. It has been his custom
to allow him to take free swims as the
whim struck the seal, who performs each
summer for thousands of adoring fans.
What about the effect of the incident
on the now famous annual spring swim of
Andre from Marblehead, Mass, to
Rockport?
“I will have to think about that pretty
hard during this summer,” said Harry.
Andre’s trek has established valuable
information for research in the homing
instincts of seals and has served as the
practical means of conveyance from the
seal’s winter home
Marblehead, Mass, was selected as a
launching site because as a young seal
Andre would visit that town’s harbor on
his free swims — being temporarily
adopted by the townspeople until they
learned of his ownership.

Muckled g man

Andre the seal has been acting up
By BARBARA C. WHITE

Andre the seal is in the doghouse. To put
it more accurately, he is in the seal-pen, in
solitary confinement, and sentenced to stay
there until he learns the error of his ways.
Last week Andre muckled a fisherman in
a rowboat.
Andre has always had the run of the
harbor up around Camden, and has attract
ed crowds to his daily performances. With
his friend and trainer, Harbormaster
Harry Goodridge, he has delighted
thousands of spectators of all ages, putting
on shows of technical skill and uncanny de
monstrations of communication.
He has had, too, the run of the Atlantic.
His yearly swim up the coast from the
Boston aquarium where he spends the
winter is monitored from the shore and by
ship. He is spotted periodically as he
crawls up on a dock for some conversation
with fishermen or careens about a lobster
boat. When he finally makes it to safe
harbor at Camden, he gets a royal
welcome.
During the years of his growing up, An
dre has almost bridged the gap between
seal and human. He has become a
biological break-through as well as the pet
of a whole coastline.

But Andre was 16 years old this year,
and he has definitely reached maturity. He
has been swimming out to the big reef,
where the grown seals meet and mate. And
though there has been talk about it, he has
not yet been provided with the girl seal
who might make him less obstreperous.
The fisherman whom Andre muckled re
portedly apologized for complaining about
him. It’s an old trick of Andre’s, jumping
into boats, flopping about, and jumping out
again, and the fisherman observed that if
his dory had been bigger and his wife
hadn’t been along, he could have handled
the seal in friendly fashion.

edition of Webster’s that contains these old
words.
There it was. A muckle is a heavy maul
used for killing cod. The dictionary went on
to quote a passage from Kipling’s “Cap
tain’s Courageous,” in which no sound was
heard on shipboard except “the whack of
the muckle as the men stunned (the cod).”
In northern Vermont, “muckle” is alive
and well in quite another sense. Jim
Petersen, our associate editor, is a native
Vermonter and has heard the word since
childhood. Up there it means to grab onto
something and wrassle and hassle it,
tackle it with the idea of getting the better
of it.

But muckling — thats something else.
We had never heard the word but were
not about to admit it to the Down Easter
who was telling the story. When we got
home we went for the dictionary. We found
“muckle, a variation of the Scottish word
mickle, meaning much.” That didn’t seem
to be it.

Either way, our sympathies are all with
the fisherman. You just can’t have 200-plus
pounds of solid seal mind and muscle going
around muckling people. Goodridge, in his
role as harbormaster, had no option but to
confine Andre.

We took our problem to our senior editor,
Warren Gardner, a word wizard from way
back. He was sure the word was Scottish,
or Scotch as our Canadian neighbors to the
north say it, and he consulted an ancient

The next step should be to find Andre a
girlfriend. And she had better be big and
strong and enthusiastic enough so that if he
starts to muckle her, she can muckle him
right back.

ndre —
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To the Editor:
During a recent trip to your area, one of the prime delights in
addition to the beautiful scenery, was of course to visit
Rockport’s Honorary Harbor Master, the beguiling and endear
ing Andre the Seal!
It would be impossible to estimate the total quantity of in
terest, uplift, and joy provided to countless people by this inno
cent creature of the deep, who has chosen humans as his prin
cipal companions; and Harry Goodridge, of course, as the
receptor of his enduring and practically filial affection! Well he
might, after the years of reciprocal devotion, and the intelligent
kind of protection and livelihood Goodridge has given him so un
tiringly these sixteen years.
Not to mention the great expense to which Goodridge is sub
jected in connnection with Rockport’s now actually national
figure, of whom it can be uniquely proud. In a sense, Andre
belongs to you all!
So it was with real distress that I heard a disturbing rumor,
which I hope is not true, that the Selectmen of Rockport have
decided to make Mr. Goodridge personally responsible for the
payment of the traffic police, for the informal evening enter
tainment provided by Andre and himself.
The affair is a great delight, not only to the many from out of
state, but to a large number of Maine and local people who
come again and again — often with their children — to observe
the antics of Andre as he performs his repertoire of tricks. Or
even takes off on plans of his own!
Either way, there is a feeling of excitement over him that
melds a group of strangers into an integrated, friendly whole. A
wholesome and wonderful thingin this so often hostile world of
today. And something bigger in its import than the narrow
boundaries of a single community.
It thus seems singularly unfair that Mr. Goodridge should
have to shoulder the burden of the cost of the traffic police, es
pecially as Andre does so much for the economy of the whole
area by the crowds he attracts.
Restaurants, inns and motels, gas stations, the shops of all
varieties in the area, benefit greatly from Andre’s presence and
showmanship. In Rockport the incomparable Sail Loft, which

needs no added attraction, must do a land-office extra business
in summer because of its proximity to Andre’s floating pen, as
well as to the excitements of the unpredictable short entertain
ment in the evening.
Please, honorable Selectmen of Rockport, re-think this new
policy, if the rumor is true! I’m sure you’ll want to join in the
friendly and brotherly spirit of things, and not penalize a kindly,
conscientious citizen and long-time taxpayer of your lovely
town. You will thereby become known for fairmindedness and
the quality of heart so needed in this strange world we live in.
The rest of us will be your debtors by your example.
Elinor C.M. Smith
(Mrs. Philip Horton Smith)
Wenham, Massachusetts

Andre the seah.
(j-/u
tying up traffic
From the Press Herald

ROCKPORT HARBOR Andre the seal is attracting
such large crowds his trainer
has been required by the police
chief and town fathers to hire
a traffic officer.
Selectman Albert F. Bird
said there is “a great hazard
of traffic congestion” during
Andre’s aquatic show.
Police Chief Forest B.
Doucette and the Board of
Selectmen are worried an am
bulance would be unable to
reach the waterfront in the
event of an emergency, said
Bird.

Trainer Harry A. Goodridge
must pay a traffic officer SS an
hour during congested traffic.
Goodridge does not charge
admission to persons viewing
the seal’s antics, but he passes
a hat for contributions.
Bird said the town’s decision
to require Goodridge to hire a
traffic cop has “no concept of
harassment of any kind. The
town is very happy to have
Andre.”
“But,” he added, “we don’t
want to be in the position of
promoting an accident.”
Bird contended Goodridge
“takes in a good bit of money”
during the shows.

Refreshed by ‘Andre’
To the Editors: This morning’s Union Leader
front page picture of Andre, the seal, boxed in
red, eating fish from Harry Goodridge on a dock
in Rockport, Maine, was a welcome sight!
The perennial swim of this intelligent animal
from Boston to his home is much more important
than most of the so-called news which brightens
front pages. Furthermore, he has a great deal
more intelligence and common sense than those
who draw the headlines above, i.e., Jimmy Car
ter, et al. I know both Andre and Harry personal
ly and they deserve the down-to-earth publicity.
Unfortunately there are not more like them to
stimulate the rest of us daily.
Keen it up!
LOUIS WIEDERHOLD, M.D.
Box 105, Francestown
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ROCKPORT — Andre the seal’s two-week
honeymoon with a proposed mate named Smoke
has come to an end: Smoke has been returned to
Boston’s New England Aquarium.
And that’s not the end of it...
The well-known seal this week received a bill
for his new cage — $4,930.
Only time will tell whether Smoke is pregnant,
according to Andre’s trainer, Harry A.
Goodridge. She joined Andre in his harbor pen
here in late June.
Goodridge said Smoke had more enthusiasm
as a performer than as a dedicated mate: In fact,
he noted, Smoke “tried to upstage Andre during
his shows by saluting or wanting to shake hands
or kiss him — but noton cue!”

Goodridge said he tried to teach the six-yearold Smoke to play ball. “But she broke five beach
balls in half.”
To add to the confusion, Andre “sometimes
interfered and try to steal the ball.” Like any
good seal, however, Andre always was eager to
fetch the ball when Smoke failed to snag it,
Goodridge said.
Goodridge said Andre “probably lost a few
pounds” during Smoke’s two-week stay because
he let her eat most of the fish.
Goodridge said the bill for the pen “will pretty
much wipe out Andre’s bank account.” But plans
are being made for a gift shop to sell Andre
memorabilia to help restore it.

Architect Dreams of Restoring
Former Elegance of Resort Hotel
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parlor and specialty stores are said. “It will take money and it
will take years. But it will be first
closed.
The old hotel, which once of class.”
The nearly 1,400 acres of the
fered its guests “today as it was
yesterday,” is tangled in a maze of Vermont Equinox Corporation
federal health and safety regu have lost their manicured looks
over the years. An 18-hole golf
lations and economic hardship.
The Great Depression and course and tennis courts are still
changing times weakened the ho used by faithful Manchester resi
tel. It became a casualty of the dents who have held their mem
recession, said Malack, who re berships.
The elaborate hand-chiseled
calls that couples paid $350 a
stairways are perhaps the only
weekend at the hotel in 1973.
feature of the hotel that remain as
Needs Restoration
they were when the complex was
Malack said the town needs a built in 1853.
new sewage-treatment plant. Fire
exits in the hotel must be built
and the north wing tom down and
reconstructed. The entire com
plex must be rewired and heated
before it can lodge guests.
But with the economy picking
up, Malack said, the hotel is com Once again, the outlaw often de
scribed as the toughest, meanest
ing to life, if only on paper.
“But it will be done, and it will killer of the Old West has been
“hanged.” But this time the hang
be done right,” Malack said.
A Belgian company is nego ing has been of a portrait of
tiating to rebuild the bottling George (Big Nose) Parrot in a
plant, he said. The architect has photo gallery in New York City.
The portrait of Parrot, whom of
numerous diagrams and sketches
in his small office in an adjacent ficial records call a worse killer
motel, a former owner’s con than Jesse James or Billy the Kid,
is among artifacts and other para
cession to the changing times.
“I’m married to this place,” he phernalia in the Kodak Gallery’s
display, “The American Cowboy
in Fact and Fiction.”
The show, organized through
the cooperation of the National
Cowboy
Hall of Fame and the
Andre the seal made his
After spending the winter
farewells at Marblehead, Mass., months at the New England Amon Carter Museum of Western
Art,
reveals
how a lynch mob
and began his annual swim to his Aquarium in Boston, the 16-yearsummer home at Rockport, old harbor seal summers at Rock- dragged Parrot from a Wyoming
Maine.
port, where he is the honorary har- jail and hanged him on a telegraph
To the cheers of 200 schoolchil- bormaster. Goodridge, who found pole.
He almost escaped when the
dren, Andre kissed his trainer, the seal after its mother abanBRONZE GIRL SPORTS ATHLETIC SHOES
Harry Goodridge, good-bye. He doned it, said Andre makes the rope broke, but he was captured
and
hanged again. Parrot man Ordinarily she is barefoot, but someone outfitted the “Girl With Flat
plunged into the harbor, swam trip on his own in three to four
aged to grab a pole and hold on for Hat” at the University of Washington at Seattle with a pair of wellaround for 15 minutes to get his days.
bearings, and then started off on At Rockport, Andre was met by several minutes until he slipped to worn athletic shoes. The bronze statue stands outside one of the
buildings on the Seattle campus.
the end of the rope.
his 160-mile journey north.
a new playmate, a female seal.

Rain falls softly on the carpets
through broken windows. Water
drizzles down the faded wallpa
per. Plaster drops in chunks from
the ceiling.
It wasn’t always that way at The
.Equinox House in Manchester,
kVt. It is a massive hotel which
fmany persons believed served
Spring water from a fountain of
louth on Mount Equinox in
Southwest Vermont.
i At one time the lofty landmark
Rerved as a summer playground
[for the wealthy. Four presidents
^stayed there. Now it’s “a mess,”
said John Malack, an architect
from Chicago. Malack wants to
'restore the hotel and get the
Equinox Bottling Plant to pipe
the clear spring water down to the
hotel again.
Cost High
He asserts he can do it in five
years at an estimated cost of
$4,000,000. It won’t be easy.
The hotel’s 300 rooms are de
teriorated and without furnish
ings. Its private airport is silent.
Its windows have been broken by
vandals.
Antique furniture, croquet
mallets, and other curios have
been auctioned off. The ice cream

$eal Gets Rousing Send-Off

Gallery ‘Hangs’
Gunman Again
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d
craft as an Ercoupe, and decided it had been in
the woods more than 20 years.
But they couldn t find any record of such a
plane on the list of missing planes or the list of
found wrecks.
Then the confusion was compounded when
other pieces of wreckage were identified as parts
of three other kinds of planes.
But as soon as the Boy Scouts heard about the
mystery, they solved it.
A group of Scouts had carted bits and pieces of
wrecked planes to the woods and placed them
there as an aid in training Explorer Scouts in
search-and-rescue work.

Just wanted to play
SOUTH BRISTOL

A dog may need counseling.

Help for disturbed dogs
CARBONDALE

There's help for that thoroughly disgusting
pooch who tries to bite the mailman and gobble
up all the furniture legs in sight. It’s psyehologi
cal counseling, believe it or not.
Psychologist Bruce Niebuhr and three South
ern Illinois University graduate students have
taken on the task of straightening out wayward
dogs.
‘Sometimes people feel if a dog chews on
furniture, the only alternative is to accept it or
get rid of the dog,” says Niebuhr. "They’re often
not aware that something can be done.”
Niebuhr says his team at its part-time Pet
Behavior Enterprises uses ‘‘learning-type
principles derived to a great extent from the
laboratory.”
He characterizes chewing on furniture as "an
unfortunate kind of thing... We come up with a
combination of treatments. Dogs chew But if a
dog has no toys, the ownei*should give him some
thing to chew on that’sokay.”
Niebuhr says that the counseling involves the
owners more than the dogs. He said his experi
ence shows that "people just aren’t aware of
what they’re doing with animals. Inadvertently,
they’re rewarding the wrong behaviors.”
People who have those tooth-baring, snarling;
ankle-nipping dogs often pick them up and try to
reassure them when strangers come near, he
says.
“On the face of it, that might seem reasonable.
But the owner may actually be rewarding the
dog" with the soothing words, as far as the dog is
concerned.
The psychologist uses conditioning techniques
to correct bad behavior. “We use reward train
ing
soft words, petting, playing.” He said
punishment, if necessary, often can involve only
verbal scoldings. “Dogs respond to scolding.”
The part-time counseling service charges $25
and offers three house calls to check the dog’s
behavior and progress and to map out a condi
tioning program.
But the enterprise doesn’t have a thriving busi
ness, Niebuhr said. “We have to admit that
southern Illinois just isn’t a big market for it, al
though this type of thing does well in larger popu
lation areas.”

Andre the Seal made a rest stop in South Bris
tol, Maine. He stayed long enough to entertain al
most 1,000 people before continuing to his sum
mer home in Rockport.
Andre popped out of the water behind Farrin's
lobster pound in South Bristol and started jump
ing in and out of the water, encouraging Frank
Farrin, his helper Harold Plummer and some
other local fishermen to play.
"He was swimming round and round. He
started bumping against a towboat and jumping
over the oars,” Plummer said.
Before long, news of Andre's arrival had
spread. Residents of this town of 700 people and
tourists from neighboring towns gathered on
Farrin’s docks to watch the antics of the 190poundseal.
The summer migration of the 16-year-old
domesticated harbor seal is an annual attraction
to Maine residents as Andre travels from Etts,
where he spends his winters in the New England
Aquarium, to the home of Harry Goodridge in
Rockport.
Andre was released by aquarium officials in
Marbleiiead. Mass., for his 160-mile swim.
Goodridge found Andre in 1961, abandoned on
an offshore rock. He took the seal into his home
and made him his pet.
How Andre finds his way home each year re
mains a mystery. However, scientists studying
seal migrations along the New England coast
note that each spring 200 to 500 harbor seals mi
grate from their winter quarters along Cape Cod,
Connecticut and Long Island to their breeding
ground along the Maine coast.

Mystery wreckage
MONROE
State aviation officials didn’t know where to
turn when they found a mound of airplane wreck
age in the woods near Monroe, Wash. It seems
they weren't missing any planes.
It took the Boy Scouts to solve the puzzle.
At the “crash site,” investigators from the
Aeronautics Commission found charred and bat
tered pieces of engines, wings and fuselages
Going by the largest piece, they identified the

Andre has time for fun.
Sews Wire Services

Andre, Smoke 7
to be reunited
By Emmett Meara
NEWS Rockland Bureau
ROCKPORT-Ah, for the
life of a seal. Not only does
Andre get free room and
board in Rockport Harbor,
but now arrangements are
being made to get him a

live-in girl friend for the
summer.
The New England
Aquarium in Boston an
nounced Wednesday that
Andre’s summer flame of
last year, Smoke, would be
driven to Andre’s summerpad for a romantic summer
on the Maine coast.
Carla Skinder of the
aquarium said Wednesday
that the idea is to breed the
two seals. “They spent a lot
of time together this winter
but there were 12 other seals
around and there was not
much interaction between
these two animals, — as far
as we could see anyway.”
There is some question
whether Smoke at age seven
is ready for breeding. The
rule of thumb in these mat
ters is age six, Skinder
reported. “But every seal is
different.”
But the relationship bet
ween Andre and Smoke is
promising, according to
observers, since the seals
kissed at least once a day
through the winter. The
seals kissed as a close to the
daily show at the aquarium.
Normally when a relation
ship offers a kiss a day, one
would expect no problems
with breeding. “At least one
would hope so,” Skinder
said. ,
Since all the seals at the
aquarium except Andre are
quite young, the vacility has
never had a seal birth.

ANDRE’S TRAFFIC FINE A letter on this page points out the consequences of media
overkill.
Andre, Rockport’s harbor seal, cared for by his owner Harry
Goodridge since he was a two-day old pup 16 years ago, has
become a national celebrity.
Goodridge, a tree surgeon by profession and an animal lover
and trainer by avocation, has trained all manner of wild
creatures including several seals. Andre, who began life as a
Goodridge family pet, grew up a Rockport harbor regular, ad
mired by locals and visitors for his uncanny ability to perform
on voice command and tolerated by local fishermen for his outof-cage antics.
Now, after more than 15 years of word of mouth attraction,
Andre has been catapulted into national fame as a result of in
tensive newspaper and television coverage.
Since Andre’s historic swim home to Rockport harbor from
Marblehead, Massachusetts, after his first winter at the
Boston Aquarium four years ago, Andre has been the focus of
year round attention. As a result, the book Goodridge wrote in
conjunction with Rockport writer Lew Dietz became a best
seller.
Under the circumstances it may be hard for skeptics to
accept the fact that Goodridge did not have promotion in mind
when he picked up an abandoned seal off Robinson’s Rock 16
years ago. Or that Andre is any more ham actor than many
household pets across the land.
Goodridge built a cage for Andre, put it in Rockport harbor,
and went down to the wharf morning and night to feed his seal.
In winter he turned him loose to roam who knows where. Each
spring Andre returned.
Over the years, Goodridge worked up a routine with Andre,
stunts that attracted neighbors and visitors who found their
way off the beaten Route 1 track to Rockport village. It was
pretty much low key.
Then Andre got too big and if leaping into fishing boats was
his idea of play, it wasn’t shared by the fishermen. So began
the winters in Boston. And the national spotlight.
During these years Goodridge has carried the expense of
keeping Andre, provided for his care, his quarters, his daily
supply of fish. Last year for the first time, Goodridge’s young
helper began to pass a hat for contributions to build a new
cage.
Now the Rockport selectmen and police have asked
Goodridge to foot the $5 per hour cost of a traffic officer during
Andre’s performances. Harry says he’s not too happy about it
but what can he do? How can he turn down busloads of school
children or senior citizens — groups that often request him to
delay his feeding-time routine until they can arrive.
Goodridge receives mail from all over the country for infor
mation about Andre — requests that require time and postage.
The local Chamber of Commerce suggested he have cards
printed about his performances, at his expense.
Andre’s act is free for anyone who wants to hang around
when he eats. Charging Goodridge $5 an hour for a traffic of
ficer is a poor way to get money for the police department.
Rockport better rethink this one.

Wedded seals may be expecting first pup
ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) — Smoke and aquarium to his summer home in Rockport, and
Andre, the seals who were united in a wedding Smoke became “husband” and “wife” in a
ceremony last June, may be expecting their first ceremony that included the singing of the
pup. And like many expectant fathers, Andre is traditional wedding march and exchange of a
spending his time pacing.
kiss.
Trainer Harry A. Goodridge said that Smoke
Since then they’ve been living in Rockport. But
has been taken back to Boston’s New England Smoke was returned to Boston by van last Friday
Aquarium for the winter. He said he didn’t know and Goodridge said Andre will be flown to the
aquarium at the beginning of next month.
if she was pregnant.
Goodridge said he was “hoping that Smoke is
Andre, who gained national attention with his
annual swims from his winter home at the pregnant. About a month ago she went on a

Rockport harbor pen to the van and Andre has
been lonely since, Goodridge said. “The seals’
love must be real,” he said.
“The seals got along so well. Now Andre paces
back and forth in his pen. He looks so lonesome,”
Andre gained weight during her fast because Goodridge said.
“when frozen fish is thawed, the seals either
The trainer said he hopes to have Smoke
have to eat it or throw it away. And when returned to Rockport next summer, too.
Smoke didn’t eat, Andre ended up with his share
“I’d just as soon have her here if the aquarium
and hers too,” Goodridge said.
will let me. I know Andre will want her,” he
It took three hours to coax Smoke from the said.
•
hunger strike and was acting kind of funny. I
don’t know if it was because she started getting
fresh fish and was spoiled or if maybe she is
pregnant.”

itti

Andre the seal
may be a father
ROCKPORT. Maine lUPI) Harbor seals Andre and Smoke
have apparently given their
seals of approval to marriage —
and may be expecting their first
pup next spring.
The seals were married in a
gala ceremony last June,
complete with the singing of the
traditional march and an ex
change of kisses, wnow their
trainer says a hunger strike by
Smoke last month mav mean
she’s expecting a pup that would
arrive next May or June.
Smoke was recently returned
to Boston’s New' England
Aquarium for the winter and
trainer Harry A. Goodridge said
it took three hours to convince
her to leave her husband, who
will be flown to the aquarium
early next month.
“The seals' love must be
real, he said. "The seals got
along so well. Now Andre paces
back and forth in his pen He
looks so lonesome.”
Goodridge said he’s “hoping
that Smoke is pregnant.” But he
doesn’t know if her refusal to eat
■means she is expecting or “she

just started getting fresh fish
and was spoiled.”
Andre, who gained national
attention with his annual spring
swim from his winter home in
Boston to his summer quarters
in Rockport, gained weight as a
result of Smoke’s fast since he
ate all her leftovers, Goodridge
said.
The trainer said he hopes the
couple can be reunited in Rock
port next summer. "I know
Andre will want her.” he said.
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Andre acting like
an anxious father
ROCKPORT, Maine
(UPI) — Smoke and Andre,
the seals who were united in
a wedding ceremony last
June, may be expecting
their first pup. And like
many expectant fathers,

during her fast because
“when frozen fish is thawed,
the seals either have to eat it
or throw it away. And when
Smoke didn’t eat, Andre
ended up with his share and
hers too,” Goodridgt^ai<^_

Andre is spending his time
pacing.

Trainer

Harry

A.

Goodridge said Monday that
Smoke has been taken back
to Boston’s New England
for the
He
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Michael Bailey Jr., 9 months of Los Angeles,
stands beside pumpkins almost as tall as he
is while trying to decide which one he will
take home for a jack o’ lantern. He’s still

wearing a Los Angeles Dodgers helmet but
quickly switched his attention to the up
coming Halloween activities.

Oil fire fighter Adair summoned
to site of killer California blaze
TAFT, Calif. (UPI) — Awaiting
the arrival of famed oil fire fighter
Red Adair, tired crews early today
tossed 750 gallons of water a minute
on a killer oil fire that took three
lives.

The intense heat toppled the rig dur
ing the evening hours.
“They can’t put it out, but they
are keeping it from spreading,” a
Kern County fire department dis *
patcher reported

An explosion at a mobile oil rig on
a barren hillside at the Elk Hills Na
val. Reserve killed three workers in
a “basket” atop the rig Tuesday af
ternoon and ignited an underground
inferno that shot flames 50 to 150
feet into the air.

Elks Hills spokeswoman Anita Po
well said the bodies had been recov
ered, but that identification was be
ing withheld pending notificaion of
relatives.

A motel room in nearby Bakers
field was booked for Adair, a Texan
who has doused difficult oil fires all
over the world. Oilmen said he was
expected on the scene at dawn.
Firemen could not douse the blaze
despite the steady flow of water.

f

There was one report that the
blast occurred when the drillers hit
a pocket of natural gas, but Mrs Po
well insisted that “they don't know”
what caused the explosion and fire.
She declined to give the name of the
sub-contractor whose rig was destroyed
One fireman at the scene, who de
scribed the rig as about 60 feet high.

s n°t crying, Smoke's in his eyes

ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) — Har
bor seals Andre and Smoke ap
parently have given their seals of
^roval to marriage — and may be
expecting their first pup next spring.
The seals were married in a gala
ceremony last June, complete with
the singing of the traditional march
and an exchange of kisses. Now
their trainer says a hunger strike by
Smoke last month may mean she’s
expecting a pup that would arrive
next May or June.
Smoke recently was returned to
Boston’s New England Aquarium for
the winter and trainer Harry A.
Goodridge said it took three hours to
persuade her to leave her husband,
who will be flown to the aquarium
early next month.

“The seals’ love must be real,” he
said. “The seals got along so well
Now Andre paces back and forth in
his pen. He looks so lonesome.”
Goodridge said he’s “hoping that
Smoke is pregnant.” But he doesn’t
know if her refusal to eat means she
is expecting or “she just started get
ting fresh fish and was spoiled.”
Andre, who gained national atten
tion with his annual spring swim
from his winter home in Boston to
his summer quarters in Rockport
gained weight as a result of Smoke’s
fast since he ate all her leftovers
Goodridge said.
The trainer said he hopes the cou
ple can be reunited in Rockport next
summer.
“I know Andre will want her ” he
said.

said it toppled when the guidelini
cables supporting the rig melted.
He said he understood the victim
were “setting a plug” when the ex
plosion occurred.

Through the hoop for Herr Kreuz
Ge*™an tourist Erwin Kreuz visited the midcoast
area Thursday and met the most famous tourist attrac
tion at Rockport, Andre, the seal. A special show was ar
ranged for Kreuz, who delighted in feeding the seal and

r

convinced Andre to jump through a hoop for him. At the
left
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Andre tries to kiss Kreuz
By Ted Sylvester
enough over the edge of the seal’s pen.
NEWS Rockland Bureau
Welcoming Kreuz to Rockport Harbor was German
ROCKPORT — Andre the Seal, the famous unofficial native Edith Beale ot Ulen cove. Mrs. Beale has resided
Rockport harbormaster who has delighted thousands in this country for many years, and delighted in convers
with his tricks and antics, gave a special performance ing with Kreuz in German. She said she had followed
Thursday morning for German visitor Erwin Kreuz.
Kreuz’ adventures through newspapers and television
The 50 - year - old brewer worker has experienced a during his stay in the state. Asked what Kreuz said to
whirlwind of events in the state after he mistakenly stop her, Mrs. Beale said he was very excited about his ex
ped off in Bangor instead of California.
periences and having a good time. He told Mrs. Beale he
The media turned out in full force for the meeting of planned to leave Maine Friday for a trip to San Fran
Kreuz and Andre. The German said through his inter cisco, his original destination. Kreuz will visit the West
preter, Ralph Coffman, that he had never visited a zoo Coast city as a guest of the San Francisco Examiner.
where seals performed. He was delighted with the
Before he left Rockport, Kreuz was presented
familiar antics of the 16 - year - old seal. After being in- several momentoes of his visit with Andre, including a
structe by Andre’s trainer. Harry Goodridge, language copy of his book, photographs, a stuffed toy seal and a Twas no barrier between Kreuz and Andre when the shirt. The special Thursday performance was one of the
reward of a piece of fish was at stake. Andre danced, ap last for this season by the seal. Andre is scheduled to be
plauded, and even tried to give the German a kiss which flown to his winter quarters at the New England
fell inches short when Kreuz couldn’t lean quite far Aquarium on Nov. 2.

— Associated Press

GERMAN TOURIST Erwin Kreuz feeds Andre the seal while
trainer Harry Goodridge looks on in Rockport, Maine. Kreuz
became a celebrity when he got off the airplane in Bangor,
mistaking the Maine city for San Francisco. Later the 50year-old brewery worker flew to California with his Maine
host, Ralph Coffman of nearby Old Town.
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German visitor Erwin
Kreuz adds variety to
his Maine visit by
feeding Andre the seal
as Harry Goodridge, the
seal’s trainer, keeps him
company outside the
floating cage at
Rockport Harbor.
(Cohen Photo)

Kreuz, Andre
Say ‘Auf
Wiedersehen’
ByTED COHEN
District Reporter

ROCKPORT - What
better way is there to con
clude a visit to Maine than
feeding fish to Andre the
seal?
Erwin Kreuz, the West
German who landed in
Maine two weeks ago
thinking he was in
California, continued his
whirlwind tour of the Pine
Tree State Thursday, this
time watching Maine’s
celebrated seal jump
through hoops, play
basketball and play dead.
Kruez, who has added a
few English-language words
to his German vocabulary,
said, “You like fish?” as he
fed Harry Goodridge’s 16year-old seal.
Andre, who enjoyed the
limelight as much as Kreuz,
flipped fanatically and
splashed sporadically as
Kreuz won the seal over
with homespun German
hospitality.
Through an interpreter,
Kreuz said he never has
seen seals perform. So, for
Kreuz, the experience
Thursday was another to be
added to his logbook.
Wearing slacks, sport
shirt and leather earth
shoes, Kreuz hopped from
the dock to the perimeter of
Andre’s wooden floating
cage, where he and
Goodridge pulled out all the
See ANDReQ* l'£
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.stops for a band of
newspaper, radio and
television reporters.
I The visitor spent nearly 90
minutes with Andre,
, laughing and clapping his
j hands as the seal responded
, to his German orders to do
. tricks. Andre splashed him
i several times and by the end
of their meeting Kreuz was
, very wet.
, Kreuz fed Andre herring,
, pretended to shoot him and
’ had the seal play dead, gave
. him a ball which Andre
■ placed in a basket, let the
, seal “comb his hair” as he
1 bent over Andre’s tank and
' danced with the seal.
All of Kreuz’ orders were
" given in German, but he
. repeatedly said in broken
English “the seal is good”
as Andre performed his
tricks.
About 50 people, many of
them of German heritage,
turned out to watch the
meeting and to talk to
Kreuz.
At one point Kreuz said
through an interpreter that
1 he had never seen a live seal
before but that he watched
1 “Flipper” on German
J HItelevision.
Andre splashed
Z. I • ........
................ ....

J ■ .—■——-------------------

the water and put his nose in
the air at the mention of the
famous mammal.
Even Goodridge, who is
accustomed to the hoopla
which the famous seal
generates, admitted the
occasion was reminiscent of
the day when Adlai
Stevenson visited Andre
here.
In fact, Kreuz’s delayed
arrival had Andre on pins
and needles. “Be patient,
Andre!” admonished
Goodridge. “Be patient!”
Goodridge had to assure
Andre the fish would wait.
Andre, who at one point
muckled onto the leg of
Goodridge’s pants, released
his grip when Kreuz yelled
“Fish!”
Following the show, Kreuz
received Andre
memorabilia—a stuffed seal
and T-shirts emblazoned
with Andre’s photo.

Both Kreuz and Andre will
be leaving Maine soon but
are scheduled to return next
summer. The German has
vowed to spend his next
vacation in Bangor and
Andre will be making his
annual swim from Boston to
Maine next spring. The seal
is scheduled to return to his
winter home next week.
Kreuz will have his own
piece of land to visit if he
does return. Bill Elwood of
St. Francis, Maine, Wed
nesday offered to give him
two acres of wooded land as
a “gift of a piece of Maine.”
Kreuz said he will not
have time to take the
necessary legal steps to
claim the land before he has
to leave for San Francisco.
But Elwood said the offer
will hold if Kreuz returns to
Maine next year.
After visiting Andre,
Kreuz visited a logging
operation in Passaumkeag.
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Boston fetes
flippered
fall hero
BOSTON (AP) — Andre, the
celebrated harbor seal, got a
star’s welcome yesterday on
arrival at his winter home.
An estimated 200 youngsters and
adults greeted him at the New
England Aquarium where Andre
was placed in a pool with other
seals, said spokeswoman Roz
Ridgway.
“Andre was alone in the middle,
and the other seals started swim
ming around him,” she said. “So,
he’s obviously a star wherever he
is.”
Andre was flown here from
Rockland Airport aboard a char
tered airplane and then trucked to
the aquarium.
j
Andre was accompanied by his
trainer, Harry A. Goodridge, who
got him to perform for his waiting
fans. He swam in circles, did a flip
and climbed onto a platform
where he covered one eye with a
flipper.
His girlfriend. Smoke, made the
trip from Rockport one week earli- j
er by truck and was “very shy and
reticent” yesterday when Andre
arrived, aquarium officials said.
Each spring, Andre swims the
160 miles from Massachusetts to
his summer home in Rockport on
the Maine coast, where he holds
the title of honorary harbormas
ter.
He is to perform three times a
day at the aquarium, where “he’s
a great favorite,” Ms. Ridgway
said.

H'S

Associated Press Wirephoto.

Winter reunion
h£df,e'uhe N,°rt?ea,St,S celebrity harbor seal (right), splashes with
his girlfriend, Smoke, at their winter quarters Wednesday at Bos
ton Boston* ?la£d tqUariUK? Each Spring' Andre swims 160 miles
Ured^Xe
POn'
B“’ “S 'rtP S0U’“ WaS by Char-

STAFF PHOTO BY ANGELA KALOVENTZOS

Andre, the celebrated harbor seal who summers in Rockport, Maine, and winters at the New Eng
land Aquarium, is the center of attraction upon return to his winter home. Two-year-old Alfred Barresi of Winter Harbor, Maine, (background) not too far from where Andre spent his summer vaca
tion, says farewell 'til spring. For the past five years Andre has swum to Rockport from his
Aquarium home during the spring. He is brought back in the fall.
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Associated Press

Southern comfort
Andre, right, the harbor seal famed for his spring swims from Boston to
Rockport, Maine, splashed with his girl friend, Smoke, at Boston’s New
England Aquarium after Andre arrived there by charter plane yesterday.
He will spend the winter in Boston, then make his 160-mile journey in the
spring to Rockport, where he holds the title of honorary harbormaster.

Goodbye Harry... Goodbye Andre
Andre the seal, probably
Rockport’s most illustrious summer
resident, attracted the usual media
attention Wednesday when he flew to
the New England Aquarium in

Boston. Bidding goodbye to the prococious seal is his
nis trainer,
trair
Harry
Goodridge. In Boston, Andre will be
reunited with his girlfriend, Smoke.
(NEWS Photo by Emmett Meara)
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Andre the seal, right,
frolics with his
girlfriend Smoke at
their winter quarters in
the New England
Aquarium in Boston.
(AP)

Andre Wows
Bostonians
At Aquarium
By TED COHEN
District Reporter
ROCKPORT HARBOR—Andre, the be
guiling seal who Wednesday morning en
joyed a charter flight to Boston’s New
England Aquarium, was later reported as
“encircled” by his admirers in the
aquarium’s seal pool.
Aquarium spokeswoman Rosalyn
Ridgeway reported that Andre was greeted
at the aquarium “by a crowd of wellwishers.” Referring to the attraction Andre;
has for the other seals, Ridgeway said,,
“He’s a star, whether he’s in Maine orMassachusetts.”
The 16-year-old seal, which according to
trainer Harry A. Goodridge is in “tip-top
shape,” weighs 40 pounds less than he did
for last year’s trip to Boston.
The seal was coaxed with a herring into a
portable cage Tuesday morning and then
loaded onto a Piper Navajo Chieftain plane
for the flight to Boston’s Logan Airport
which was shrouded in fog.
The job of flying the seal fell to veteran
pilot Harvey E. Huff, who made the
See ANDRE
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assignment his second in as many years.
“I know Andre was lonesome for her
Huff said Andre is flown to Boston because when she left,” Goodridge added.
of his age.
For three years, Andre was trucked to
Goodridge said he told Andre on Monday
Boston. But Goodridge said the long drive night that he would be returning to Boston.
“was too much for me.”
“His eyes got big. It’s a welcome change
for him. When Smoke first left, Andre was
Andre has been spending his winters at pacing back and forth in his cage.”
the aquarium since 1972, when fishermen in
Rockport Harbor complained that he was
Goodridge nursed from infancy the
hopping into their boats. In the summer the abandoned seal pup who became known to
seal is confined to a floating pen, where he the nation as Andre. Goodridge also wrote a
book about the heartwarming relationship
performs regularly for tourists.
between a man and his seal.
An aquarium official said Andre’s
girlfriend — Smoke — didn’t greet her beau
Goodridge said Tuesday Andre’s attitude
when hd arrived at the aquarium. “Smoke toward the flight was “ho-hum.”
is kind of shy,” the official explained.
The seal apparently paid no attention to
Goodridge earlier this year attempted to
mate the two seals, but he said Tuesday he the horde of reporters and townspeople
does not know whether the union was watching the sea mammal’s every move —
and sound.
successful.

(j MtCrfe

NOW SHE UNDERSTANDS
November 11, 1977
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter with a sincere apology to Harry Good
ridge, Andre, and all those people who I inadvertently misled
with nothing but sheer ignorance on my behalf.
Iam referring to a letter I wrote to the editor on “why Andre
must swim back home every year.” I’m afraid, due to my
overzealousness and love for animals, I have hurt most the
two people I was trying to help, Mr. Goodridge and Andre!
We must all come back to reality and realize one thing;
Andre is a wild creature and being raised wild his natural en
vironment is the ocean. Any crate, whether shipped by truck,
plane or whatever, is unnatural to him and can probably cause
him more harm than any chance he stands in his own habitat.
But seeing that Andre will not return to the aquarium on his
own, he must be returned this way.
In the spring Andre is released for his trek “home.” We con
sider Rockport his “home” but to Andre the sea is his true
home. Here he is free to where he wants, as far as he wants.
He knows the creatures there and understands their “lan
guage.” This time is Andre’s happiest. He is not caged in a
small pen in Rockport Harbor. He is free to explore the whole
ocean if he pleases! How wonderful it must be!
I now understand why Mr. Goodridge and the others do this
for Andre. Everything in this world deserves to be free some
time.
I hope I have cleared this situation up for all of those who
wrote me and those who were wondering too. I again apologize
to all those I misled.
Cynthia Woodman
Rockland

ANDRE’S RIGHTS??
Dear Editor:
I just read an article in the paper about Andre returning
to the New England Aquarium. At the end of the article Harry
Goodridge said he was looking forward to Andre’s return, by
sea, this spring.
I think this whole situation is getting entirely ridiculous!
I don’t know what orginaization is demanding that Andre re
turn by sea every year, but 1 think the people in the Knox
County area should start a letter-writing campaign. We dove
Andre and at his age he should not be forced to make this
long trek every year. He obviously wants to return here, but
his odds of returning unharmed for many more years are
quite doubtful. The obstacles he has to overcome are innumer
able, including fish hooks, fishing nets, sharks, and other wild
seals, to name a few.
Why don’t we get together and start demanding some
rights for Andre! Let’s get the name of this organization and
let them know how the people of the coastal area and all over
Maine feel!
There must be justice somewhere for someone who is loved
so much.
Cynthia R. Woodman
Sunset Terrace
Rockland, Maine

,^7

Couple of New England Seals Part
Sadly After Summer of Romance
ROCKPORT, Me. (UPI)-Harbor
seals Andre and Smoke apparently
have given their seals of approval to
marriage—and may be expecting
their first pup next spring.
The seals were married in a gala
ceremony last June, complete with
traditional music and an exchange of
kisses. Now their trainer says a hun
ger strike by Smoke recently may
mean she is expecting a pup that

would arrive next May or June.
Smoke was returned to Boston’s
New England Aquarium for the win
ter, and trainer Harry A. Goodridge
said it took three hours to persuade
her to leave her husband, who will be
flown to the aquarium later.
“The seals’ love must be real,” he
said. “The seals got along so well.
Now Andre paces back and forth in
his pen. He looks so lonesome.”

Goodridge said he was “hoping that
smoke is pregnant.” But he doesn't
know whether her refusal to eat
means she is expecting or “she just
started getting fresh fish and was
spoiled.”
Andre, who gained national atten-,
tion with his annual spring swim from
his winter home in Boston to his sum
mer quarters in Rockport, gained
weight as a result of Smoke’s fast
since he ate all her leftovers, Good
ridge said.
The trainer said he hoped the cou
ple would be reunited in Rockport
next summer.
„
, .
“I know Andre will want her, he
said.
L
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Your guests haven't seen Boston 'til they’ve seen Andre the Seal.

The painless weekend guest guide
By DONNA LEE

Staff Writer
When visitors arrive for the tur
key and stay for the weekend, most
Bostonians feel compelled to show
them the best of Boston.
But what’s the best? It’s easier to
decide when you live in a remote
area, where the only historical at
traction within miles is your great
grandmother. Boston is so richly en
dowed that the decision can be over
whelming.
First, of course, you ask your
guests what they’d like to see.
Nearly every out-of-towner wants to
see Quincy Market, get a whiff of the
sea and eat a lobster.
You can do all three in one shot,
although the whiff of the sea is fresh
er in places other than Boston har
bor. If your visitors have children,
consider a trip to New England
Aquarium before walking to Quincy
Market for lunch. (The Aquarium
and Market are both less crowded in
the morning.)
There’s a parking garage and lot
near the Aquarium, at Central
Wharf, Atlantic Ave. Or take the “T”
’Blue Line to the Aquarium stop, or
the Orange Line to Haymarket stop,
both near Quincy Market.
At the Aquarium, kids can spiral

up the ramp around the huge circu
lar tank and press nose-to-nose with
sea turtles and sharks. Children
should wear something white or
they’ll be disappointed in the black
light section. White gives off an eerie
glow there.
The admission is $3.50 for adults,
$2 ages 6 to 13 and for students, sen
ior citizens or servicemen with IDs.
That covers performances of the dol
phins and sea lions, too. The Aquari
um is open 9 to 5 Monday through
Thursday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday, 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. weekends.
After the Aquarium, amble north
along the waterfront about a block to
the lattice-work arch that spans the
path in the Waterfront Park. Here
you find the best compact play
ground imaginable. Kids can climb
over the large smooth logs which are
shaped into cannons, a tower, a
crow’s nest. They can slide down a
slide or fireman’s pole or swing on a
rope.
After some let-off-steam time, fol
low the path about a block west to
Quincy Market. You can buy lobster
to take home to cook, or make a
hodge-podge meal by eating oysters
at one stop, a slice of pizza at anoth
er, a gigantic salad at another,
Greek baklava at another.
Your guests will enjoy browsing

through the shops in the main build
ing and in the recently-opened South
Market building. Evenings, the Mar
ket is the place to be for sipping a
drink and eying the singles and
pseudo-singles.
If your guests care about art, con
sider a visit to the Museum of Fine
Arts, Huntington Ave. Parking is
free, and ample . . . which in itself
makes the museum one of the won
ders of Boston. Call 267-9377 for re
corded information. The museum is
$1.50 Saturday, $1 Sundays.
An exhibit of fans, some dating
from the 16 century, opens this week.
Other special exhibits include great
Oriental carpets, prints of the 1970s,
medieval tapestries, pictorialist pho
tography and Indian terra-cottas. A
talk on Chinese ceramics will be giv
en at 1 p.m. Saturday. A gallery talk
on “What is a portrait?” is sched
uled for 3 p.m. Sunday.
The museum has a gift shop of
museum reproductions and prints,
great for people who already have
Christmas on their mind. There’s
also a cafeteria.
The Isabella Stuart Gardner Mu
seum near the Museum of Fine Arts
is a fascinating smaller art collec
tion in a splendid mansion.
The museum offers frequent free
Continued on Page 47
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Andre the seal clowns around for persons in South Bristol, Maine.
The small town is a rest stop for the seal as he makes his annual
journey to his summer home.

Visiting seal creates flap in Maine
SOUTH BRISTOL. Maine (AP) —
Andre the seal made a weekend rest
stop in this small fishing town. He
stayed long enough io entertain almost
1,000 persons before continuing on to
his Rockport summer home.
Andre popped out of the water Satur
day morning behind Farrin’s lobster
pound in South Bristol and started
jumping in and out of the water.
Before long, news of Andre’s arrival
spread. Residents of this town of 700
persons and tourists from neighboring
towns gathered on the docks to watch
the 190-pound seal’s antics.

The summer migration of the 16year-old domesticated harbor seal is an
annual attraction to Maine residents as
Andre travels from Massachusetts,
where he spends his winters in the
New England Aquarium, to the home of
Harry Goodridge in Rockport.
How Andre finds his way home each
year remains a mystery. However,
scientists studying seal migrations
along the New England coast note each
spring 200 to 500 harbor seals migrate
from winter quarters along Cape Cod,
Connecticut and Long Island to breed
ing grounds along the Maine coast.

Andre’s Back Home
And Is He Sleepy!
(Continued from Page One)

call, wondering why he’d been wasn’t having anything to di
awakened again. This time it with him Sunday.
was for something he usually James Phillips of Dam
adores — posing for pictures; ariscotta said a big seal basket
but he wasn’t having any; at on a rock in the Damariscotta
least he wasn’t going to do River where none had evei
tricks for the photograhers.
been seen before at 7:15 p.m
“Maybe those Olympic swim Monday.
mers have pep left for pictures
after a championship,” said TUESDAY MORNING Louis
Harry, “but how’d you feel af Bosse of Coopers Beach, Owls
ter swimming 168 miles in four Head, spotted a big seal making
days? I don’t blame him. But its way along.
take my word for it, this is A little later Mrs. Gail Spear
Andre all right. Lee’s boat has of Glen Cove, was pretty sure it
was Andre zipping toward Rock
always been a favorite of his.
Harry corrected an error in a port Harbor.
Early in the afternoon at
recent dispatch.
Rockport,
next to Glen Cove,
“You trying to make people
think Andre’s a walrus? He only the Ameses saw a seal swim
put on 20 pounds in Boston and ming in the harbor.
weighs 240 — not 420,” Harry Harry went out in a boat, but
by then Andre had hauled him
said.
self into Lee’s punt.
SIGHTINGS OF the seal, who “HE DID SEEM glad to see
Is honorary harbormaster and a me, but he was a pretty tired
rear admiral of the deep in the old seal,” Harry said.”
mythical Country of Oceanus, “He eats alewives and her
began early Tuesday.
ring and it’s a little early for ei
Andre was released Friday ther of those fish to be running.
afternoon.
Some of the fishermen have
Norman Waddington of Kitte promised some frozen fish to
ry Point was surprised when a tide Andre over until the other
big seal slapped onto a float, fish runs start.”
acted friendly, got patted, then Those problems solved, Rock
slid overboard on Saturday af port’s famous seal will be ready
to give his wondrous — and' free
ternoon.
Fred Estates of Pine Point — performances off the public
said a seal followed his boat but landing all summer.

(Moore Photo)

Andre Returns and Harry Goodridge is happy

Back Home In 4 Days,
Andre Just Wants Sleep
By JIM MOORE
District Correspondent

ROCKPORT — A 168-mile
swim in four days? Ho-hum-mm.
“Don’t bother me. At my age,
after a swim like that I need a
little sleep.”
Even his trainer, Harry Good
ridge, couldn’t entice Andre,
the honorary harbormaster of
Rockport, from Leonard Ames’
punt with a nice fish.
Andre the seal, who arrived
Tuesday afternoon following
several sightings during the

day, just wanted to sleep.
The 13-year-old, 240-pound
trained seal was released Fri
day after spending the winter in
the New England Aquarium,
Boston. The trip back to Maine
waters was expected to take
him two weeks.
He fooled everybody. He’d
been clocked at 15 miles an
hour by Goodridge in tests at
Rockport some time ago and
apparently old age hasn’t slow
ed him down.
“I’m telling you I was sur
prised when we began getting
reports today,” Goodridge said,

“I really underestimated Andre.
Now I’ve got to get busy and
find him some fish.
“I’m not going to try to get
him into his pen yet. He just
seems to want to sleep and you
can’t blame him.”
Grizzled now, the once sleek
dark seal is heavily mottled
with gray as any oldtimer, even
his whiskers. His eyes are still
the big dark inquisitive ones
they always were.
He opened them at Harry’s
Turn to Back Page
of this section.
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Returns to Rockport
Andre the seal, who entertained
about 1,000 Maine residents and tourists
over the weekend with his antics in South
Bristol, continued his swim home to his
trainer in Rockport Harbor Sunday. The
trek from Massachusetts took him four

days this year. In the top photo, Andre
visits with some tourists and their doe on
the Rockport beach, and in the bottom
photo he is shown entertaing his summer
f‘home” with his old friend, Harry
Goodridge. George Frangoulis of Freedom
took the pictures.

Andre's home again
By Emmett Meara
NEWS Rockland Bureau
ROCKPORT — The wait is over.
The internationally known
domesticated seal named Andre
casually swam into Rockport Harbor
Sunday at 3:50 p.m. and the call went
out for his trainer - friend, Harry
Goodridge.
The two, who share one of the most
unusual friendships ever, had an emo
tional reunion on the town dock.
George Frangoulis of Freedom, who
“hung around the harbor on a hunch”
Sunday, said “Andre jumped up and
down when he saw Goodridge coming
down the dock. Goodridge kissed and
hugged the seal,” he said.
Goodridge said later that he actual

ly cried when he saw his old friend.
Andre was dropped Wednesday into
the chilly ocean at Marblehead,
Mass., after spending a warm winter
in the New England Aquarium at
Boston with a host of' idmaki ad
mirers.
Goodridge has raised the 16-yearold seal from a “pup” and taught him
a variety of tricks. How Andre finds
his way home each year remains a
mystery, but scientists say 200 to 500
harbor seals migrate from Cape Cod
to Maine each spring.
Last year, Goodridge spent an anx
ious 14 days while waiting for his pet
to show up. When Andre finally came,
he showed up with a fish hook in his

See ANDRE’S on Page 2

2

Bangor Doily News, Monday, April 18.

Andre's back
. £ from page 1
mouth from some adventure along the
W This year he made the 160-mile trip
in only four days. “That isn’t his
record, though,” Goodridge said. Two
vears ago he made it in three days.
* Goodridge figured that Sunday
would be the big day after Edward
Dodge of Owls Head reported sighting
Andre in Owls Head Harbor Dodge
was one of a small army who kept
watch along the southern Maine coast
this weekend.
Andre was also spotted in South
Bristol as he played around
fishermen’s skiffs near Farrin s dock.
He entertained about 1,000 people
before continuing on his way home.
Goodridge said that Andre showed
up this year in ‘‘perfect shape and
without the excess weight he carried
last year. Andre was placed on a
strict diet of 10 pounds of fish a day in
Boston, the same regimen he has in
Rockport.
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Andre—playful pet with loving owner
By BILL WEBER
Sun Staff
ROCKPORT, MAINE - Harry Goodridge
has had lots of pets in his life. Usually animals
from the wild, he would capture and try to
train them before letting them go loose.
When he was a youngster in Salisbury,
Mass., he caught a series of crows, and three
squirrels he named Tom, Dick and Harry.
In the summer of 1933 after graduating from
high school, while visiting his uncle in Min
nesota, young Harry tamed his last crow,
named Columbus, who would sit on his
shoulder when Harry went for walks in the
woods.
Whether it was because he no longer could
keep a pet, as was the case with Columbus, or
because the animal itself wanted to leave, all
of Harry’s friends were free to go whenever
they felt it was time.
Harry is thinking about retiring these days,
after spending a full life as a tree surgeon,
fisherman and skin diver. But he still has his
interest in animals.
AFTER MOVING to the Maine coast many
years ago, Harry developed a fascination for
seals. On the rock ledges near where he and
fellow townsmen did their fishing and scallop
ing would be hundreds of harbor seals. Every
day they would see the seals playing in the
water or sunning on the rocks. On occassion
Harry would run into a seal while diving in the
harbor. As if born solely to have fun, the
animals would dart around the area he was
working, eyeballing this curious invader of
their home.
It got Harry wondering: “There must be
something they’re good for,” he recalls think
ing. So he shot a couple, as was common in the
days before mammal protection laws, to sam
ple their meat. It was tasty — tender and
sweet — but not plentiful. There is only about
three pounds of usable meat on a 100-pound
seal.
“I started to ask around and to read up on
them,” he notes. “I wanted to know how they
were born, how long it took them to mature,
how they lived. I found out pretty soon that
nobody knew anything about seals.” So he
decided to catch one and find out for himself.
HIS FIRST harbor seal, captured in the sum
mer of 1959, was a pup he named Marky. The
pup found feeding difficult because its master
knew nothing about how to nurse it. It would
drink from neither a bottle nor a dish. Marky
died after only a few weeks, from choking on a
piece of milk-soaked dishrag that Harry taught
it to suck.
Study and observation over the following
winter led Harry to construct an artificial
mother for his next young seal. The contrap
tion was made from a hollowed log covered
with neoprene and fitted with a recessed nip
ple (similar physically to a mother seal’s un
derbelly) through which milk could be drawn.
Basil, his next subject, took to the artificial

Andre and Harry
...have been together for 17 years,
since Andre was found as an orphan
pup on the rocks at Rockport, Maine.
The world-famous seal swims each
mother immediately. But after a trying ex
perience of learning to eat fish, and as a shat
tering close to several joyous months of play
ing and training together, Basil's life too came
to an abrupt end — at the teeth of a shark.
The next summer, Harry tried again. One
May morning he set out in his boat to cruise
the rocks at the edge of Rockport Harbor and
chanced upon an orphan seal pup which literal-

year from his winter quarters in
Boston to his home In Rockport — a
distance of 200 miles.
ly jumped into Harry’s boat. This behavior has
changed little in the 17 years Harry has kept
this seal.
ANDRE, THE seal he caught that day, con
tinues to take annoying pleasure in jumping
into peoples’ boats — whether or not the peo
ple themselves are present. And whether or
not he is invited. This has caused not a small
Continued on page C-2
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Admirers line the shore
...as Andre and trainer Harry Goodridge
go through their daily routine. For

Andre’s evening feeding as many as 300
people will turn out to watch and cheer

Sun Staff photo by Brow

on the most popular sea creature since
Flipper.

Seal Andre lives in two worlds

Continued
from page C-l
Continued from
bit of trouble among the
boatowners in Rockport.
“I have to keep him in a pen
now,” Harry said dishearteningly, adding that it is
for his pet’s own good. “He’ll
keep fishermen out of their
boats, he nips at people’s
oars, he capsized a canoe
once, and he plays with skindivers. One night he ter
rorized some people in a

kayak out at the mouth of the
harbor. Somebody who
doesn’t know him might try to
harm him or shoot him
because they don’t know he’s
just playing.”
It's hard to imagine that
anyone anywhere doesn’t
know of Andre the seal. Harry
has clippings of articles writ
ten about his seal from new
spapers as far away as Mex
ico City, Greece, Tripoli, Ita
ly, Spain, France, England,
Japan and Taiwan.
MOST OF THE ARTICLES
were written since April 26,
1973, the day Andre first made
his now-annual swim from
Marblehead to Rockport after
spending the winter in the
New England Aquarium in
Boston.
For the first 12 years of
Andre’s “captivity”, his
“owner” would let him go
whenever and wherever he
wanted. For these 12 winters,
Harry would send Andre out
to sea as soon as the harbor
would start to freeze. Andre
would return to the harbor
almost every day, poking his
head through a hole in the ice,
to play with his master and to
get a free meal.
“He’d come in and take
anything I’d give him,” Harry
said. “And every day he was
getting fatter and fatter
(Andre now weighs 200
pounds), because he was
catching his own fish. So I
stopped feeding him, and he
still came to check in just
about every day.”
But sometimes Andre
doesn’t show up on schedule.
“One winter he was gone for
three months. I don’t know
where he went,” Harry said,
adding that it takes his seal
only four days to get from
Marblehead to Rockport. “In
that time, he could have gone
to the North Pole for all I
know.” But Andre would
always return in spring.
HARRY WORRIED about
these trips, especially when
Andre would come back scar
red and bloodied after doing
battle with other wild seals.
But Harry chose not to con
fine his friend — for better or
worse.
Five or six years ago, when
Harry realized he couldn’t

................

break his pet’s habit of steal
ing boats and playing with
strangers, and since he was
concerned about what hap
pened when Andre was on his
own, Harry decided to find a
place to winter his pet.
Several attempts at keeping
Andre in indoor pens in
Rockport proved failures.
Then Harry contacted the
New England Aquarium,
which gladly accepted their
new winter guest — turning
him into a local celebrity (and
boosting their own attendance
records) in the process.
So each winter Andre is
either driven or flown to
Boston for five months of
vacation.” And each spring he
is taken to Marblehead for the
200-mile swim home.

“ANDRE HAS the same
kind of life as the wild seals,”
Harry contends. “Andre’s
probably
the
most
sophisticated animal in the
world,” he adds proudly,
“because he lives in both
worlds.”
His pet spends his days like
most harbor seals: swimm
ing, playing and sunning

himself, except that Andre
stays in a large pen in the
Rockport waters. He is fed
well and regularly (he eats
about 10 pounds of fish a day),
and gets let out to play and
train with his pal Harry twice
a day.
For most of these outings
Andre has an audience, too.
Tourists, school children and

INSTRUCTION

DANIEL
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“I TELL the people that
we’ve invented a new kind of
outboard motor. One that’s
quiet and doesn’t pollute,” the
trainer explained. But the
center-ring * duo are having
trouble with the trick.
Andre’s front flippers, nor
mally used for steering, are
occuppied in hanging onto the
board, so he keeps dumping
over or sliding off.
“He doesn’t know quite
what I want, and he can’t
figure out what he’s to do,”
Harry said as his seal con
tinued to make strained at
tempts to paddle the board.
Not all of the tricks Harry
has taught Andre have been

for show. Many of a seal’s
natural actions can be
modified for “useful”
behavior, he explains. For ex
ample, Andre has been taught
to retrieve things.
In the book of Andre’s life,
the author details how the
seal was trained to search out
divers who would hide at the
edge of the harbor. Andre was

also taught to fetch dropped
tools and lost equipment.
“Last summer we cleaned
out the whole harbor of soda
and beer cans,” Harry
laughed. “I’d just tell Andre
to go find a can, and off he’d
go. And now the harbor is fil
led up again, so we’ll have to
start to work soon.”
Laughing hard, Harry
recalled an incident from the
previous summer, just after

Andre had started the cleanup

there or not,” he says).
Sometimes in the evenings a
hat will be passed among the
audience.
The purpose of the commer
cialization is twofold, Harry
explains. First, Andre needs a
new pen. His present home is
ten years old and due for
replacement. A new one, be
ing built now in Rockport, will
cost about $8,000. In his per
sonal bank account (contain

ing money collected by a local

campaign in the harbor over
which he officially presides as
Honorary Harbor Master.

women’s club and from pass
ing the hat) Andre has only
$4,000.

“I told him to ‘go get a beer
can, Andre’,” Harry said,
“and he brought back a Pepsi
can. Some man standing there
said, ‘that seal’s not so smart.
He can’t read!’“

The other reason for going
into the Andre-business, Har
ry explains, is because the
seal has cost him a lot of
money over the past 17 years.
In addition to the 10 pounds of
fish Andre eats every day,
there is gas, travel expenses,
Harry’s time, and the original
pen.

BUT THERE’S ONE thing
that Andre can do, and that’s
attract a crowd. And where
there’s a crowd there’s
money.
Harry is presently embark
ing on a business venture to
sell T-shirts, buttons, tote
bags and postcards bearing a
portrait of his famous seal.
Ever since the first of the
twice-daily shows, Harry and
Andre have been performing
free of charge (“I have to
feed him, whether people are

“IT ADDS UP/’ Harry
says, justifying the commer
cialization of his best friend.
It’s not really something that
he likes to do, but Harry
figures that it is better that he
enjoy the benefits of Andre’s
popularity than someone else.
-

t

“I get requests all the time
from people who want to
make postcards of Andre. I

Looking for approval
...or possibly a fish, Andre works
hard at learning his latest trick —
tell them that it’s okay as long
as I get a cut, and then I never
hear from them again,” Har
ry laughs. And recently some
local filmmakers approached
Harry about making a
documentary on Andre.
He’s serious about wanting
a piece of the action, Harry
adds. Andre is trademarked,
he warns, and if anyone tries
to capitalize on the seal
without Harry’s permission
“I’ll sue the hell out of ’em!”
But even that is just
watching out for his own in
terests, Harry admits. If it
weren’t financially neces
sary, he probably wouldn’t be
thinking about business deals.
It is his friend Andre that is
the primary concern.
“There’s hardly a day or an
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cleaning cycle.
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who can be that faithful over
all these years... I mean, he’ll
do tricks for anyone with a
fish. But he keeps coming
back to us year after year.”

HEM THEY ARE!

hour that goes by without my

238 CENTRAL ST.

459*7651
692-4605

riding a surfboard. It’s not so easy,
even for a smart seal like Andre.

got out, or if some S.O.B,
tried to catch him or shoot
him.”
“He affects me alright,”
the master adds. “Anyone

^thinking about what he’s
doing,” Harry says affec
tionately. “I wonder if he’s
found a hole in the cage and

Sun Staff photo by Brow

Micro-Classic® electric range
has conventional and
microwave ovens
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local residents jam the harbor
parking lot each morning and
evening to watch his 10minute performances, which
consist of jumping through a
tire, clapping, bouncing a
ball, and doing somersaults.
“We’re working on a new
one now,” says Harry. In it,
Andre has to struggle aboard
a modified surfboard and
propel himself around the
harbor using only his hind
flippers.
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Going home for summer

trip with free show
SOUTH BRISTOL, Maine (AP) — Andre the seal made a weekend rest stop
in this small fishing town. He stayed long enough to entertain almost 1,000
persons before continuing on his way Sunday to his summer home in Rock-,
port.
Andre popped out of the water Saturday morning behind Farrin’s lobster
pound in South Bristol and started jumping in and out of the water, encourag
ing Frank Farrin, his helper Harold Plummer and some other local fisher
men to play.
“He was swimming round and round. He started bumping against a tow
boat and jumping over the oars,” Plummer said.
* ♦ *
BEFORE LONG, NEWS of Andre's arrival had spread. Residents of this
town of 700 people and tourists from neighboring towns gathered on Farrins
docks to watch the antics of the 190-pound seal.
The summer migration of the 16-year-old domesticated harbor seal is an
annual attraction to Maine residents as Andre travels from Massachusetts,
where he spends his winters in the New England Aquarium, to the home of
Harry Goodridge in Rockport.
Goodridge said Andre had been sighted offshore near Owl’s Head by a man
in a boat Sunday afternoon.
Andre was released by Aquarium officials in Marblehead, Mass., Thursday
for his 160-mile swim.
* # *
GOODRIDGE SAID HE WAS NOT surprised that Andre had swum 140
miles of the journey in three days, but he also would not say when he expected
his summer guest to arrive.
“I leave that up to Andre. I never try to predict what he will do,” he said.
Goodridge found Andre in 1961, abandoned on an offshore rock. He took the
seal into his home and made him his pet.
How Andre finds his way home each year remains a mystery. However,
scientists studying seal migrations along the New England coast note that
each spring 200 to 500 harbor seals migrate from their winter quarters along
Cape Cod, Connecticut and Long Island to their breeding ground along the
Maine coast.

—Associated Press Laserpboto

REST STOP. , . Andre the seal commandeers South Bristol dory

The Camden Herald, Camden, Maine, October 27, 1977
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OPERATION SMOKE — Wetsuit donned, Harry Goodridge
climbed into the harbor seal cage as the time for Smoke to
return to Boston has come. His son, Steve, helps.

Smoke Didn’t Want
To Go Home

GOTCHA — After three hours of waiting and cajoling, Steve Goodridge finally gets Smoke into the
net. The next step is to get her from the net into the traveling cage.

HANDOUT: Erwin Kreuz, left, Maine’s wrongway German
visitor, feeds a fish to Andre, Rockport's honorary harbormas
ter seal. Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge is at right
BANGOR. Maine (UPI) - German
tourist Erwin Kreuz today ended his
whirlwind romance with the state of
Maine, a love-at-first-sight affair that
began when he looked at Bangor and
thought he saw San Francisco.
Kreuz, 50, a brewery worker from
Augsburg, West Germany, was to flv to
the West Coast to spend the last three
* days of his vacation.

,0\ely Bangor g00d-by

mistakenly stepped off a charter
flight during a Bangor stopover two
weeks ago and spent four days sightsee
ing in what he thought was a San
Francisco suburb.

He discovered his 3.000-mile error
when he asked a cab driver to take him to
downtown San Francisco.
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Andre, right, harbor seal famed for his spring swims
from Boston to Rockport, Me., splashes with his
girlfriend, Smoke, at winter quarters, Boston’s New

i /

England Aquarium.
chartered airplane.

Andre’s

trip

south

was by

Maine Sunday Telegram, November 30, 1975

The Camden Herald. Camden, Maine, December 4, 1975

Harry Goodridge. left, and U» Dietz, authors of the book. A Seal Call

rmally—“A Seal Called Andre”. This is the book
about Harry Goodridge’s famous Andre, the Rockport
seal who winters in Boston. The seal part is fun and
enchantment for everybody of all ages.
But behind the seal lurks a writer called Lew
Dietz whose simple language and clear Percephon
run very deep indeed. If you give this as a present. buy
the book early. Because everyone in the family will
tool m trad it first before you mail It away to some
benighted soul in Hong Kong or Hoboken.
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Seal called Andre

Andre Takes A Rest
Off South Bristol
By JUDY LARSEN
Area Reporter
ROCKPORT — Andre the seal was
South Bristol after a ^ree-day°
about 140 miles, according to his trainer,
^Sre^tus released Wednesday
fnr his annual swim from tne ivew
England A^^^^p^^asVen

re!s oSidge pleased his friendly seal
ha.?Su am,» he replied^ “It feels so
^a,nkkF7rrlndee;SFar7aSnd'.stohs,er
n Tat South Bristol telephoned
Goodridge at 7:15 a.m. Saturday saying
thAneacmpioyeerat the lobster pound,

a%7remcame right in beside thereat
S anWeWUiffm feed, him some

iL »>

As the playful seal has been known to
do in the past, he almost dumped the
occupant of a punt out when hei tned t
climb aboard, Plummer said.
The
man, Dan Seiders III, got quite wet, but
thought the whole thing pretty funny
Summer said the gray-whiskered
seal spent most of the day resting in the
skiff, completely ignoring the more than
1,000 people who stopped to see him.
Goodridge still refused to predict when
Andre will be back home again.
"‘Andre has a mind of his own and
there’s no way I’d try to predict what
heGoodr?dge, however, said he wouldn’t
be surprised if Andre had a visit at Port
Clyde in his itinerary.
.
A piece of a fishhook Andre picked up
on Ids swim home in 1975 was removed
by Keith Monaghan at Port Clyde.
“Andre may stop to see Keith,
Goodridge said, adding that the in
telligent seal doesn’t forget his friends.
Andre has appeared in numerous
newspaper and magazine articles and on
television programs — and is the^abject
of a book entitled, “A Seal Called AnH rp * *
During this summer, as in many years
nast he’ll be delighting thousands of
Stators as he performs his myriad of
tricks in Rockport Harboij^_^_^^^^

Reminiscences For Harbor Light
In Rhyme-And Personal Notes
ROCKPORT — In observance
of Harbor Light Chapter, OES,
70th anniversary this past week,
the following poem and letter
from a charter member was
read during the evening’s festivi
ties.
The letter written by Mrs. Eth
el Wall Spear for the occasion
was read by Mrs. Alice Simonton,
worthy matron. Mrs. Spear is
one of two living charger mem
bers, and their reminiscences
added to the history unfolded
during the evening. Mrs. Spear
wrote: “It was 1906 when a new
star arose in the East. It was
O.E.S. No. 137of Rockport, Maine.
“I was asked to take the star
point Ruth, and was given the
part to learn. I had never heard
of the Order of the Eastern Star,
but found it to be interesting and
instructive.
“I was teaching in West Rock
port at the time, and it was often

difficult to get to meetings and
rehearsals. I had to come home
from West Rockport on the
school team, getting home at
about five at night and then re
turning in the morning by aris
ing at five to get the first street
car into Camden where the
school team left at six, so I wasn't
always able to attend every
meeting.
“The Camden Star demon
strated the work for us and I
greatly admired their Ruth, who
had taken elocution lessons, and
was pretty and graceful. I tried
to imitate her, and was told later
that a Rockland visitor said he
liked me in my part as I "hopped
up like a chicken." Instead of a
swan — a chicken!
“Three of our Star points were
named Small, Paul, and Wall —
Mildred Small, Carrie Paul, and
Ethel Wall (me), the other two
being Spear and Ingraham
(Helen Spear and Effie Ingra
ham), which of course, didn't
rhyme.
“It seemed as though we al
ways had candidates, which I
suppose is customary with new
Chapters. One candidate I re
member put his flower gifts
from the Star points in his coat
pockets, so he looked like a walk
ing bouquet.
“Our Chapter was invited out
frequently. Once we went to
Union. It was a winter night
with a full moon and the moon
light glistening on the snow was
a beautiful sight. We went in a
buckboard and if yoi^ don't know,
a buckboard was a long wagon
seating from 10 to 20 people. It
was drawn by two horses and
we rode under the open sky, so
we bundled up to our noses, but
we sang and laughed and en
joyed it ... at least the young
ones did.
_ “When we were invited to
Camden or Rockland, we went
on the trolley cars, often reserv
ing a car for ourselves. They
were warm and comfy.
“White skirts and shirtwaists
were worn by the officers then,
we didn’t have beautiful gowns
like you all wear now.
“Seventy years is a long
time to remember, so I have for
gotten a lot of things that trans
pired. I am sorry Effie isn’t
here to help me out. Only us two
left. Fraternally yours, Ethel
Spear.”
The poem, “Golden Rod, dear
Golden Rod," written by the
chapter’s first matron, Julia A.
Libby, and dedicated to the spon
soring chapter. The third stanza
was composed by Mrs. Lillian
Simonton at the 50th anniversary
and the fourth for this occasion.
It was recorded thusly
-Our mother.chaptVr now we
greet, Golden Rod. dear Golden
Rod. with fondness we thy name
repeat. Golden Rod, dear Golden
Rod. you gave us our first in
sight of the Eastern Star that
shines so bright. We bless that
day with all our might. Golden
Rod, dear Golden Rod, you
cheered us on with heart and ,
hand so that we soon alone might .
stand. We took good courage
from your zeal with Brother Newbert at the wheel. We started out s
at your appeal, Godden Rod.
dear Golden Rod.
“And now that 50 years had
,
passed, we’ve proved our friendj
ship long will last. Though we may i
travel near or far, we priise you
still where’er we are and with
you follow our bright star, Gold
en Rod. dear Golden Rod.
“Another 20 years had flown
and still the seeds that you have
sown of kindness and fraternal
love, like blessings coming from
above, remain with us where'er
we rove, Golden Rod, dear Gold
en Red.”

They’re Nuts About It

Squirrels Find Mannequin Attractive
ROCKPORT - Harold, Glen- quin. We dressed it up in a pair
don and Philip love people, but of Dick’s pants, my sister’s old
if none are around a mannequin jersey and one of mom’s jack
ets.
will do just as well.
They are three gOy squirrels, “You can see the result. The
estimated by their owner, Miss mannequin stands on the porch
Toni Goodridge, to be about while the squirrels play all over
three months old. Her friend
Richard Lermond found them
orphans in a tree he was prun
ing.
Kept in the Goodridge kitch
en, Harold, Glendon and Philip
— named after expert tree
climbers in Toni’s father’s tree
surgery business — were
brought up on doll bottles of
milk. They were weaned on ba
nanas and dates, but they now
take to the hard stuff — nuts —
as they should.
Their abode for a while was
Mrs. Goodridge’s clothespin bag
in the kitchen, but they prefer
the loving arms of Toni’s coat.
They have also taken to any
handy person, snuggling down
as a trio of snorers in their coat
sleeves.
“I got tired of holding them
for half an hour at a time while
they slept,” Toni says. “Dad
had this mannequin he’d hoped
would serve as a rescue dummy
in training seals, but it never
worked out.
“I thought if Harold, Glendon
and Philip like people so well,
maybe they’d go for the manne-

it all day. Then, when they get
tired, they slide into the sleeves
for a snooze.”
And once in a while, when a
piece of walnut is placed as a
tidbit in the mannequins lips,
they give it a great big kiss.
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Andre and Smoke help Christine Foley celebrate

Giii9s Painting To Aid
Christmas Seal9s Drive
By JUDY LARSEN
Area Reporter
ROCKPORT HARBOR—Eight-yearold Christine Foley of Camden, who al
ready has received congratulations from
Andre the Seal and his mate, Smoke, this
week had copies of her winter scene
painting released as Maine’s seal in the
American Lung Association’s* 69th
annual Christmas Seal Campaign.
Christine’s painting is of a spirited
white horse and sleigh against a blue
background — typical of old-fashioned
winters in this state.
“I’m so happy my painting was se
lected,’’ Christine said. “Especially if it
helps people with lung problems. And
getting to feed Andre was really nice. He
and Smoke are so cute. ’’
Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge,
said the seals enjoyed the meeting as
much as Christine; “They liked her im
mediately and were eager to bark their
congratulations to her for her accom
plishment,” Goodridge said.
Christine is a third grade student at
Rockport Elementary School and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mel P. Foley of
Camden.
The Art Poster Project was sponsored
by the Maine Lung Association in coop

eration with the American Lung Associ
ation and the National Art Education
Association.
State judges of the paintings were
Miss Florence Daly of Augusta, a retired
art instructor; Roland Hess of Manches
ter, an artist; and Muriel Bonin, director
of public relations for the Maine Lung
Association.
Paintings they selected to be sent to
New York, where the nationwide selec
tion committee met last February, were
by Christine; Mark Stebbins, a student
at Winthrop Grade School; Jason Brown
and Susan Illes, both of Ogunquit Village
School; Lisa Pepin of Gilbert School in
Augusta; and Karen Fortin of Lincoln
School in Augusta.
“The nationwide selection committee
met to choose 54 children’s paintings for
use on the 1977 Christmas Seals,” Mrs.
Bonfn said. “More than 300 paintings
were cansidered.”
The seals all represent paintings by
children in kindergarten and primary
grades only. Many are of Santas, re
indeers, snowmen and Christmas trees.
“Christine’s winter scene was quite
original and beautifully painted,” Mrs.
Bonin said. “She had a very good idea
and carried it oiit in the painting very
well.”
————M.-fj '',-..'-1 t
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From the desk of

Muriel G. Bonin

4/18/78
Mr. Goodridge, and Andre:
Now that our busy season is
a thing of the past, I want to take
time to write and thank you both
for the support during this year's
Christmas Seal season
Christine Foley has made a
few appearances and, I think,
really enjoyed her year as our
Christmas Seal artist.
I am reading that Andre will
be coming home soon and I hope it
will be possible for us to stop by
to see him this summer and thank
him personally.
I am sending along a few copies
of our newsletter, Maine Events, in
which Andre appeared with Smoke, and
a copy of Judy's story.
I tried to
get tear sheets but was not
successful.
Again, Many Many thanks.

andres victims respond
Sir:

In a letter in your November issue,
a woman in Maryland lamented the
confinement of Rockport's famed
harbor seal, Andre, for biting an
unsuspecting visitor to Rockport last
spring. Since in all the years he's been
in Rockport, he had never bitten
anyone,” the woman wrote, “couldn’t it
be that , he merely acted in self| defense?” As my husband and I were
the visitors whom Andre attacked, I
I would like to tell what actually
happened while we were rowing in
Rockport harbor.
W hen Andre first appeared, we
were thrilled to be visited by such a
celebrity. No sooner had my husband
said, “Well hello Andre,” than Andre
was in his lap with his teeth in my
husband’s chest. With the seal aboard,
our small boat had its gunwales under
water and nearly capsized. As my
husband tried to push Andre back into
the water, the seal gave him another bad
bite on his arm. I didn’t even know
Andre had bitten him until I saw the
blood coming through his clothing. To
add to our fright, Andre came back
again and again, grabbing the oars and
leaving his teeth marks on them.
Other people besides your
correspondent have indicated that
Andre must have been provoked in
order for him to have bitten anyone.
This most certainly is not true. Those of
us who are animal lovers tend to
attribute human characteristics to such
wonderful creatures as Andre. He is a
legend, and his heart-warming story is a
joy for all of us to follow. But
nonetheless, Andre is a wild animal and,
as such, unpredictable.
Restricting Andre to his pen is not
punishment; he was confined for the
safety of all. Surely his freedom is not
worth the possibility of a serious
accident.

— Janet Sylvester
Albion, Maine

Rockport, Maine 04856
ANDRE*S ACCOUNT

WATERFRONT COLLECTIONS...............................................$3,765.35
CONTRIBUTIONS REC’D BY MAIL.............................. 2,069.92

5,835.27
EXPENDITURES.............................................................................. 1,380.35

BALANCE AS OF JANUARY 17, 1977

$4,454.92
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Maine’s Christmas Seal artist for 1977, Christine Foley of Camden, posed with friends Andre
and Smoke on behalf of Christmas Seals, during the past summer. Christine’s painting represents
Maine on the sheet of Christmas Seals.

Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Horsman
Mr. & Mrs. David Huss
Elizabeth LaFrance
Mrs. Gladys Maxfield
Mary E. Mutty
Old Tavern - Granite Farm Dairy
Mr. & Mrs. Arne V. Pulkinen
Velma Seekins
Staff & Faculty of Fifth
Street Junior High School
Union Street Junior High School
Beverly Woodside
Sara Worth
MARGARET SLINGSBY
Richard A. Slingsby
II. KENNETH SMITH
Linwood A. Abbott
Catherine H. Booker
Dwinal E. Cornish
Merton G. Doyle
LucyE. Hill
John F. Larrabee
Mrs. L. D. Small & Family
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Sonia
MEYER SOSINSKY
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce N. Schatz
VIOLET SPRINGER
Madison’s Woman’s Club
NEWCOMB SUTHERLAND
Mr. & Mrs. Edward E. Chase, Jr.
ARMAND TARDIFF
Pauline Beauchesne
ROBERTS. TAYLOR
Barnett Hendricks Company
Mr. & Mrs. Ruel Blackwell
Mr. & Mrs. Roland Breton
Brunswick LaVerdiere’s Super
Drug Store
Bob Butler
Mr. & Mrs. Carlton Cook
Mr. & Mrs. Keith E. Cook
Mrs. Sadie Corey
Harold Finnimore & Family
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Fletcher
Mr. & Mrs. Payson George
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Grodon
Mrs. Faye Guptill
Mr. & Mrs. Derwood Ireland
Mr. & Mrs. William Joseph
The Ladd Company
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony LaVerdiere

Mr. & Mrs. Evariste LaVerdiere
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Lombard
Miss Sandra Main
Masonic Trustees
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Desmond Mosley
Past Matrons and Past Patrons
Assoc, of Merrymeeting Chapter
#64 Order of the Eastern Star
Peters Gas & Oil Service
Mr. & Mrs. Emmons Pinkham
Mr. Bruce Raeburn
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Rice
M. Sharf & Company, Inc.
Sam Smart
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Thompson
Mr. & Mrs. Price Tozier
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Waldron
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Wilson
Winslow LaVerdiere’s Super
Drug Store
TED
Mr. & Mrs. Charles J. Reichert
MERLE F. TOWNS
Raymond Langlois
New England Nuclear,
Atomlight Plant
ETHEL TRACY
Mrs. Walter Barrett
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph T. Bothwick
and Office Staff
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Cameron
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Carter
Mr. & Mrs. Alvin Daggett
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Doyle
Mr. & Mrs. Charles B. Fenderson
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Garland
Mr. & Mrs. Thryle Hanson
Miss A. Madeline Jamieson
Harriet H. LaCroix & Jane
Mr. & Mrs. Frank McElroy
Dr. & Mrs. Edward F. Meyers
Mr. & Mrs. Sterling Ramsey
C. Francis Richardson
Saint Croix Club
Peter Stein
Leah A. Thomas
George W. Tracy
LAWRENCE A. THOMPSON
Arlene B. Holden
Mr. Ronald Kirk
Madison Busy Bees 4-H Club
Andrew Redmond

Christmas Seal
Campaign 1977-78
The Christmas Seal Campaign
through December stands at $158,142,
$8,705 ahead of the same date last
year. Other income totals $21,263, just
under $2,000 ahead of last year’s
figure.
Ben Vereen, star of “ROOTS” in
the role of “Chicken George”, is
serving as this year’s National Christ

Sub-Deb Club - Madison High
School
Mr. & Mrs. Reginald A. Taylor
FRANK H. TOWLE
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Woods
MRS. HAZEL H. TRACY
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Kuhlberg
EVERETT G. TUFTS
Dr. & Mrs. Eli Forsley
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Waliszek
OSCARTURNER
Mr. Emerson F. Bowles
Mr. & Mrs. J. Lowell Bowles
Brettuns Pond Association
Mr. & Mrs. Clifford Damon & Sarah
Officers & Directors of Depositors
Trust Company of Augusta
Mr. & Mrs. Paul J. Dowe
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Field
H. A. Furbish
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Gordon
Ilean Guild & Families
Bill & Karen
Rocky & Marti
Bruce & Dotty
Butch & Barb
Mrs. Hilda Hannon
Miss Marion F. Irish
Mr. & Mrs. Frank A. Linnell
Richmond H. Parmenter
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Pelletier
Arthur W. Philoon
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Ridley
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Ridley
Mr. & Mrs. Clayton H. Ring
Mr. & Mrs. Phil Smiley
Paul B. & Mavis L. Varney
GWENDOLYN W ARMAN
Mrs. Ernest Libby
OLIVER G.W ASS
Donna Oliver Jordan
FERNANDO WEBBER
Friends & Neighbors
Mrs. John Ramstrom
Mrs. Robert Ramstrom
Mrs. Henry Voght
W ALTER J. WENZELL
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Carbone

mas Seal Chairman. Ben has been
recipient of the “Entertainer of the
Year” award and is the first performer
ever to win the triple crown of ‘Enter
tainer’, ‘Rising Star’, and ‘Song and
Dance Star.’ He is concerned about
children and strongly opposed to
smoking.
He is finding time from his busy
schedule to help call attention to the
charming Christmas Seals designed by
the school children of America.
“Take a good look at these paint
ings by primary grade school children
and you realize how important their

7

FRANK H. WHALEN
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Greeley
Mr. & Mrs. Franklin G. Hinckley
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Stegmair
Mr. & Mrs. David Sinters, Sr.,
& Family
Mr. & Mrs. Milo Sinters & Family
Mrs. Ned Winters
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Winters & Family
CHESTER WHEELER
Mr. & Mrs. Dexter M. Stowell
GORDON WHITNEY
Mr. & Mrs. Morton W. Vittum
MRS. HANNAH WILLIAMS
Personnel Department,
Scott Paper Co.
Winslow Woodlands Department of
Scott Paper Company
JUDGE ROBERT WILLIAMSON
Mr. & Mrs. Dexter Clough
MILDRED A. WYMAN
Mr. & Mrs. Barry L. Wyman, Sr.
EDWIN H. WYNN
Dorothy H. Abbott
Ethelyn P. Giles, Inc.
“Newagen Friends”
Mr. & Mrs. Wendell Simonson
Stein & Viles
LEO YORK
Mr. & Mrs. Richard F. Kilroy
SPECIAL OCCASIONS
Richard S. Coffin
CHARLES LESLIE SAUNDERS
Katherine L. Sullivan
MR. KEVIN SCHMERSAL
Mr. & Mrs. Lester Knapp
and Mom & Dad Knapp
CLIFFORD A. SPENCER
Mrs. Shirley Spencer
MR. ROBERT J. VOGEL
The ‘Girls’ from the Winding
Department
MS. DIANA HARRIS
Ms. Jennifer Caven
UNDESIGNATED
Mrs. H. S. Fisher, Jr.

imagination and talent are to the future
of this country,” Vereen said. “A gen
erous Christmas Seal contribution is
one way to safeguard every breath they
— and you — take.”

t
STATUS OF TB IN MAINE...
72 cases of tuberculosis reported
through October, 1977 compared to 62
for the same period last year.

ALA ANNUAL
A Guide to

MEETING SET
“Prevention” is the theme of the
community program sessions for the
1978 annual meeting on May 14-17
at Boston, Mass.
The 1978 meeting will also include
the latest information about smoking
and occupational health hazards, sci
entific papers, and training sessions.
Information will be available from
Maine Lung Association.

CHRISTMAS SEAL
COLORING CONTEST
WINNERS...
Five youths have received Christmas
Seal scarves for their prize-winning
entries in the Christmas Seal Coloring
Contest sponsored by the Maine Lung
Association. They are Jennifer Mills 8,
Carmel; Holly Ann Young 5, Newport;
Brittany E. Ray 6, Milbridge; Kathy
Ranalletti 8, South Portland; and Judy
Louise Thibeau 7, of Scarborough.
Coloring sheets were distributed by
Shop ’N Save stores in their Maine
stores, with 107 entries received at
MLA headquarters prior to the Decem
ber 16th deadline.

Smoke-Free Dining
in Maine
The following restaurants in Maine responded to a survey conducted during July
and August 1977, by the Bureau of Health in the Maine Department of Human Ser
vices and the Maine Lung Association. It is hoped that the idea will catch on and that
other Maine Restaurants will honor requests for non-smoking sections.
RESTAURANT

Augusta
K-Mart Family Restaurant, Western
Avenue
Roseland Restaurant, Riverside Dr.
Bangor
Cafeteria — Eastern Maine Medical
Center. 489 State Street

“Portion of Restaurant set aside for non
smokers and strictly enforced.”
“Does respond to requests for non-smoking
areas.”
"Smoking allowed in % of the cafeteria. Re
mainder is posted on each table ‘No Smoking
with table tents.' ”

Houlton
Parkview Terrace, 106 Main Street
Northeast Harbor
The Mast and Rudder. Northeast
Harbor
Portland
Denny's #728, 1220 Brighton Avenue
Waterville
The Family Restaurant. K-Mart Elm
Plaza

You Know Whose. The Concourse.
Waterville
West Bath
Dam Cove Lodge. West Bath

USE Christmas Seals.
Fight Lung Disease.

MAINE

POLICY

“One level of dining room reserved for no
smoking — seats 50 people out of total of
210 seats.”
“We have one section of tables for non-smo
kers set to the front of the restaurant."
A section including 10 tables have been re
served for non-smokers. A hostess or waitress
asks customers for their preference.
“Have set Tuesdays from 8 p.m.-1 a.m. aside
as "non-smokers night". Policy established in
1974."
“Dam Cove Lodge is a facility for banquets,
parties and receptions. The smoking policy for
each event depends on the wishes of the group
using the place. However, the owner prefers
non-smoking groups.

• This listing in no way implies endorsement of these restaurants either by the Maine De
partment of Human Services or the Maine Lung Association.
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The Gloucester Daily Times
Whittemore Street, Gloucester, Mass. 01930

Tel. (617)283-7000

Essex County Newspapers , Inc.

Dear Mrs, Goodridge,
After meeting Andre last year during his stopover in Gloucester
I sent you a story and photos.
Fortunately, I lucked into catching him on another stop—this
time in Rockport--this year. Again, here’s the account of his most
recent visit and my best regards.
Please have Andre stop in again next year.
Sincerely

Tim Sullivan
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